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SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: CIRCUMSTANCES
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In a memorandum dated June 8, 1999, you asked that the Office of Inspector General
undertake an inquiry to address the facts and circumstances surrounding the security
clearance, access, and assignments offl

Specifically, we were asked to ascertain: (1) the individuals responsible for decisions
relating toL_ security clearance, access and work assignments, including who
directed these activities and who was informed of them at the time; (2) the basis for
changes toc _S learance, access and work assignments beginning in 1997 until:

J and, (3) whyf Jclearance and access were not curtailed
during this period. We agreed that I would report back to you on or about July 26, 1999.
Attached is our report of inquiry.

We found that witnesses we interviewed possessed varying degrees of recollection
concerning the matters related to these issues. Further, we were provided with conflicting
versions about the circumstances surrounding decisions relating to _jsecurity
clearance, access, and work assignments. Despite these obstacles, we were able to make
certain observations and provide findings.

We found that fromL Jwas identified as a possible suspect in
committing espionage, the status _ ) work assignments within theC J
remained unchanged until theL specific date unknown); (2) access within

~[_ _ remained unchanged until _ and, (3) "Q" security
arance remained unchanged until. 9 We discovered that during -

January and February 1999,_
2W e also identified



2

Department and LANL officials who were responsible for intelligence and
counterintelligence matters during these periods, and who possessd, or should have
possessed, knowledge and understanding of the status of JcLlearance, access, and
work assignments.

Senior managers and other key personnel, apparently relying on their advisors or others, did
not obtain sufficient confirmation that directed actions had, in fact, been appropriately
executed. Additionally, senior officials did not ensure that the positions taken by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, with regard to the suspect's clearance, access and work
assignments were clear and fully understood. These failures resulted from a lack of
Adequate communications at all levels and confusion as to incividual responsibiliies and
accountability. For instance, a misunderstanding of terms relating to mi
access through redirection ofC_ assignments, may have contributed to delays in
action, or inaction, by senior managers.

While concerns raised during this inquiry are significant, the Department has taken steps
designed to address many of these issues. For example, the responsibility for departmental
security matters has recently been centralized with the naming of a retired senior military
officer as the Department's "security czar" Further, the Department now has a separate
Office of Counterintelligence with direct responsibility for counterintelligence matters
throughout the complex. The director of this office, a recognized specialist in
counterintelligence, reports directly to the Secretary on such matters.

The attached report of inquiry expands upon our observations and findings and includes
details of the information that we received. Two exhibits have been provided to assist the
reader. This information should be considered in its entirety in any evaluation of this
matter. The report should be handled as SECRET/NOFORN pending review by a
Department classifier.

This report and attachments are the property of the Department's Office of Inspector
General, and should be protected in accordance with the provisions set forth in the Privacy
Act, Tite 5 U.S. C., Section 552a. Appropriate safeguards should be provided for this
information, and should be limited to persons with a need-to-know. Additionally, this
report should be handled in accordance with Department classification guidelines.

I would be pleased to discuss these matters in greater detail.

Attachment
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L EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (U)

(U) In a memorandum dated June 8, 1999 Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson asked that the

Office of Inspector General undertake an inquiry to address the circumstances surrounding the

security clearance, access, and work assignments oq ca,
- 5. Specifically, the

Office of Inspector General was asked to ascertain: (1) the individuals responsile for decisions
relating tot L security clearance, access and work assignments, including who directed these

activities and who was informed of them at the time; (2) the basis foihanges toC 3
clearance, access and work assignments beginning in May 1997 until_
and, (3) whC_ Cearance and access were not curtailed during this period.

(U) The Office of Inspector General conducted 97 interviews as part of this inquiry. We found that
witnesses possessed varying degrees of recollection of the matters related to these issues. Further,

we were rovided conflicting versions about the circumstances surrounding decisions related to

clearance, access, and work assignments. We were unable to reconcile many of these
conflicts.

A. Initial Decisions Regardingz jClearance, Access, and Work Assignments (U)

(OUO) C
3 were involved in making decisions during the May

through July 1996 time frame, to maiaina _jsecurity clearance and access, but C _
work activities through redirection _j. project work assignments. These decisions were madem
coordination with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which opened a full field investigation

onC_
did not concur with these decisions, and was very concerned aboutL continued access.

The FBI's general policy and practice regarding suspected espionage, by employees of a

government agency, is that the employing agency may take appropriate administrative, disciplinary,

or other action at any time in connection with the employee. The anticipated changes in the

employee's status, however, should be coordinated with the FBI beforehand. This policy and
practice is outlined in a joint FBI - Department Counterintelligence Memorandum of
Understanding, dated October 1992.

Decisions regarding Jaccess were based on a number of factors, including: (1) the
FBI's request to keegp position; (2) the FBI's request thatL Jbe handled in a
"non-alert" status, so thatF Jnot become aware of the FBI investigation; (3) the desire to
promote the success of the FBI investigation; (4) consideration thatC was only a suspect and
thatthea J and, (5)
consideration that the success of the FBI investigation would possibly lead to a better understanding
of what may have been compromised L 3

1
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(OUO) The followingl ' knew about the clearance, access and
assignment decisions durng, or shortly after, the May-July 1996 time frame: [.

J
(OUO) The decisions to maintainr -clearance and access, and control2 Dthrough
work re-assignments, was reaffirmed at an4 _Imeeting at LANL. In attendance at the
meeting for the Department were: ~ Present

rFBI officials were also in
attendance. During the meeting, the FBI committed to

2 Our inquiry
revealed thatf. 2 work assignments were not_ _2

The specific reasons for the delay inC _Jare unclear. Our inquiry disclosed,
however, that there was uncertainty, and inconsistent understanding, with respect to what was
meant by "limit" access and "control," "modify," and "redirect" work assignments. The distinctions
between these and related terms, and a common understanding of their meaning, are key to decision
making in a situation where counterintelligence concerns have been raised.

(U) During the period Ifive key .
Jwere vacated and then filled. These position changes were: _

replaced by 1(2)L Jreplaced by
C - : (3)_C _-repeaced by ..

(4)C J replaced byC and,
(5)( '

We found that these changes, and their impact on the continuity of operations, may have played a
role in the issues outlined in this report.

B. Changes in Circumstances Regarding Decisions Relating toC 3Access (U)

(U) - jC stated that during a meeting held at the FBI Headquarters ona
t hat: (1) the FBI's attempt

to obtain Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court approvLduring the investigation of_
was unsuccessful; (2) the Department should not leaveT J in place for the FBI; and, (3) the
Department should do what it needed to do to protect Tacess to information by_ 73

2



LI ?idoes not recall attending the meetingt
_jdo recall attending the meeting.

(U) i further stated that during another meeting held at Department Headquarters on

October 15 1997;
,t and oter representatives from the Department, the FBI, and the Central Intelligence

Agency. , -j and others in attendance at the meeting recall hearing the
comments. - - jdo not recall hearing the comments.

(O-) -D minetings changed the FBI's

position with regard to its initial request to keeprC osition. The Office of Inspector

General found no evidence that Department officials notified LANL of the FBI's change in position.

(OU) On 3J informed
_~that: (1) the FBI's position with regard tc Jhad changed; a, (2) the BI would not

stand in LANL's way Nevertheless,L nformed

the Office of Inspector General that: (1) _ointly agreed to "stick with" the

agreement made at the . -
W _Jproject work assignments); (2) that it was clearly withinc

_3osition; and, (3_

regarding the FBI's change in position and a 3 position.

(OUO) C __each told the Office ;. nsector General that _ not

informed of the FBI's change in position, or thaC Jhad decided to keepS . n
lace. Thev said they did not learn of. Jcomments untiltme frame.

( ~Jinformed the Office of Inspector General thatC- J.uring a

5L, 3briefing that the FBI was leading an investigation into , . suspected

espionage activities, but that -
Din place. ' .said thaC - Jalsodidno_ _-hat

the FBI's position had changed.

(U) In April 1998, Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 61 was implemented andE
Jmformed

the Office of Inspector General thatc UJmderstanding through
-that the investigation was being handled appropriately and that the FBI

had the led. C _ 3was not made aware of the comments made by[ _
during the - as not made

aware untiOctober 1998, thatC ]had remained unchanged
sincer f

(OUO)Q

3
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C. Observations and Findings (U)

(U) As a result of the inquiry, the Office of Inspector General is providing several observations and
findings with regard to decisions and actions by senior Departmnwt and LANL officials, relating to
the security clearance, access, and work assignments oftL

(U) The inquir found that from the timel?
I the following occurred with respect toQ 3 access, and work

assignments:

* (OUO) The status oc

* (OUO) The status ofC

* (OUO) The status oC

(OUO) The inquir further disclosed that Department and LANL officials took no meaningful
action regardingL after the FBI's
change in position. It was learned that while temporarily reassigned to theL

3(1) gained access to theL
_ office; and, (3) attempted to have a box of documents

brought to L~. .office. The box was discovered to contain one unmarked
classified document and was, therefore, not given toL_

(OUO) We found systemic problems in the Department's management ofcounterintelligence
matters. There was inadequate communications at all levels. A misunderstanding of terms relating
to L 3access through "redirection" ofi Assignments may have contributed
to delays in action, or inaction, by senior managers. Further, several senior level transitions were
not structured so as to ensure that incoming Departmental and LANL officials were fully
conversant with ongoing counterintelligence matters, including details of the history and status of
[C _JClearance, access, and work assignments. Finally, senior managers and other key
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personnel, apparently relying on their advisors or others, did not obtain sufficient confirmation-that
directed actions had, in fact, been appropriately executed.

(OUO) The inquiry also found indicators of long-term management deficiencies. The
Department's management structure, during the time, was such that many participants contended
that they had no direct responsibility for, and therefore, should not be held accountable for,
decisions and actions relating to this matter. Additionally, senior officials did not ensure that the
positions taken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with regard to the suspect's clearance,
access and work assignments, were clear and flly understood. Certain senior officials with direct

.anaagement responsibility for LANL were not aw'ae o. nor di dhey seek, essential information on
Jin this matter, and specifically, on the status oi_ learance and continued access

within theQ j Finally, senior officials with intelligence or counterintelligence
responsibilities, who were also aware of the FBI' jitial ruestC . _
may not have adequately reassessed the status ofi L Jaccess following.

zjnd the change in the FBI's position and, consequently, failed to respond in an
appropriate and timely manner.

(U) Analysis during the course of the inquiry revealed that several Department and LANL officials
had (1) a degree of responsibility regarding Department intelligence and counterintelligence matters,
or programmatic security; (2.a degree of understanding with respect to the status of the FBI's
request L_ position; and, (3) a certain level of knowledge regardingC _
clearance, access, or work assignments. These individuals include:'

i.l

(U) This list is not integded to convey a hierarchy of responsibility for deficiencies. Rather, it is arranged
in the following order L_

Cl



(U) In this Executive Su , the Oce of Inspector General has attemted to sumaize the
(U) In this Executive Summary, the Office of Inspector General has attempted to summarize the
key issues, observations, and findings reached during the inquiry. The matters at issue in this report
span several years, involve Department of Energy and federal law enforcement decision making at
every level, and concern one of the most sensitive allegations of espionage in this Nation's history.
As indicated in the report, a number of systemic deficiencies in the Department's organization and
structure contributed to the problems noted. With respect to the particular actions of the above
named officials, review of the details of the testimony (text of the Report of Inquiry); the summary
of relevant statutes, laws, procedures, and guidelines (Exhibit A); and responsibilities of
Department and LANL officials for intelligence, counterintelligence, and security programs (Exhibit
B), is crucial to a full evaluation of this matter.

6



IL INTRODUCTION (U)

(U) In a memorandum dated June 8, 1999, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardso rquested that th
Office of Inspector General conduct a review of the circumstances surrounding _i
access and security clearance from 1997 until thet ]
(U) The Office of Inspector General initiated an inquiry in response to the Secretary's request. In
order to more completely understand the facts and circumstances regarding these issues, the Office
of Inspector General examined the period May 1996 through March 1999. This report conveys the
results of the Office of Inspector General's inquiry.

(U) Exhibit A outlines applicable statutes, laws, procedures, and guidelines governing intelligence
duties, functions and responsibilities, as well as policies and procedures, governing the suspension
and revocation of Department of Energy security access clearances. Exhibit B contains a list of key
Department and LANL officials involved in the events outlined in this report.

7



C / Ccl
1I. FOCUS, OBJECTIVES, AND METHODOLOGY OF INQUIRY (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector Gernral's inquiry focused on identifying the facts and
circumstances surrounding& Security clearance, access. and work assignments from
May 1996 until the f_ i Specifically, the Office of
Inspector General's inquiry focused on three issues outlined in Secretary Richardson's
June 8, 1999, memorandum, as follows:

1. (U) The basis for changes toF _ access or assignment;

2. (U) The individuals responsible for decisions relating to_ _Jsecurity cletrance and
access, including who directed these activities and who was informed of the activities
during the identified period of time; and

3. (U) Why _ 3ccess and clearance were not curtailed during this period.

(U) The objective of our inquiry was to identify and present facts with respect to the three issues.
During the inquiry, the Office of Inspector General:

* (U) Conducted 97 witness interviews. including interviews otf

3
* (U) Collected and reviewed documentation from the Department's Office of Intelligence

and Office ofCounterintelligence, LANL's Office of Counterintelligence, and the FBI.

* (U) Reviewed applicable Federal laws and departmental rules and regulations concerning
intelligence and counterintelligence duties, functions and programs, as well as personnel
security and access to classified matters.

' (U) A total of seventy-nine individuals were interviewed.
8



IV. APPLICABLE GUIDELINES (U)

(U) This section provides a general summay of statutes, laws, procedures, and other guidelines
pertaining to the Department of Energy's iatellgence and counterintelligence functions, activities,
and programs, as well as personnel securityand access to classified matter. Exhibit B provides a
more detailed synopsis.

A. The Department of Energy's Inteligmne Function (U)

(U) The Departh ent's intelligence functio is governed principally by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, the National Security Act of 1947, Eeautive Order 12333, and the Department's own
guidance, "Department of Energy Procedes for Intelligence Activities." The Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 authorizes the Department to safgsard its facilities, equipment, and materials and provides
sanctions for the unlawful dissemination of stricted data. Section 1.6 of the Executive Order
denotes the duties and responsibilities of fe heads of the executive branch departments and
agencies while Section 1.7 pertains to sei officials of the intelligence community. Section 1.13
of the Executive Order addresses the robe ad responsibilities of the Secretary of Energy
specifically. The Secretary of Energy, in aiton to other heads of executive branch departments
and agencies, serves as a Senior Official dfte Intelligence Community. As such, the Secretary has
reporting responsibilities to the Attorney Ceeral, the FBI the Intelligence Oversight Board, the
Director of Central Intelligence, and the ?aional Security Council. These responsibilities include
reporting violations of criminal laws and beaches in security, as well as furnishing intelligence
information related to the Departmem's isson.

(U) The "Department of Energy Procedures for Intelligence Activities" establishes the
Department's director of the Office of nlaigence as the Department's Senior Intelligence Official.
The Senior Intelligence Official, is respoiane for the Department's intelligence functions, which
are outlined in Section 1.7 of Executive ier 12333.

B. The Federal Bureau of Investigatim's Intelligence Function (U)

(U) The FBI's intelligence function is gowed principally by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and
Executive Order 12333. The FBI has aumity to investigate criminal violations of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 under section 221(b. Part 1.14 of the Executive Order establishes the FBI as
the agency responsible for conducting coanerintefigence activities within the United States and for
coordinating the foreign counterimellig e activities of Intelligence Community members within
the United States.

C. Coordination and Conduct of CInterintenligence Activities by the Department of
Energy and the Federal Bureau dflnv tigtion (U)

The coordination and conduct fcounterintelligence activities by the Department and the
FBI were principally governed by the Otober 7, 1992, Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

9



between the two entities until the agreement was superseded by another MOU in June 1999. Ih
summary, the 1992 MOU:

~* Defined procedures mutually acceptable to both the FBI and the Department
regarding the conduct and coordination of counterintelligence activities and
investigations involving Department of Energy programs, facilities, or personnel in the
United States;

Defined Department investigative support to be provided to the FBI; and

* · Established procedures for coordinating FBI investgations of Department
referrals of alleged or suspected counterintelligence activities.

The 1992 MOU required the Department to refer to the FBI information pertaining to
auegations of possible intelligence activity or unauthorized contact on the part of Department
personnel with a foreign power. According to the MOU, if the FBI declined primary investigative
jurisdiction, the Department could pursue necessary leads to resolve the allegation or facilitate
administrative sanctions.

Further in accordance with the MOU, the Department could take appropriate
administrative, disciplinary, or other action at any time against a Department employee whose
activities were reported to the FBI. However, the Department was required to coordinate any
action, in advance, with the FBI, to avoid prejudicing any ongoing or planned FBI investigative
effort or criminal prosecution.

According to the MOU, the Department's Office of Counterintelligence and the FBI's
Intelligence Division were to serve as the points of contact for the.coordination of referred matters.
The FBI was to keep the Department informed of pertinent developments in those referred cases
being investigated by the FBI. FBI field offices were to coordinate with Department field offices.
Needs and requests for assistance and technical services were to be conducted at a local level unless
circumstances dictated otherwise.

D. The Department of Energy's Personnel Security and Access Functions (U)

(U) The Department's personnel security and access functions are principally governed by Title 10
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 710 "Criteria and Procedures for Determining Eligibility
for Access to Classified Matter or Special Nuclear Material" dated July 8, 1995; Department Order
472.1B "Personnel Security Activities" dated March 24, 1997; and Department Order 471.2A
"Information Security Program" dated March 27, 1997.

(U) In summary, Title 10 CFR 710 identifies security regulations that pertain, in part, to the (1)
suspension of access authorization; and (2) the responsibilities of the local Operations Office
Director of Security, the Operations Office Manager, and the Director, Office of Safeguards and

10



Security when information is obtained which may create a question as to an individual's eligibility
or continued eligibility for access authorization.

(U) The CFR provides, in part, the following examples of"derogatory" information that may create
a question as to an individual's eligibility:

* (U) Committed, prepared or attempted to commit, or aided, abetted or conspired with
another to commit or attempt to commit any act of sabotage, espionage, treason,
terrorism or sedition; and

* (U) Failed to protect classified matter or safeguard special nuclear material or violated or
disregarded security or safeguards regulations to a degree, which would be inconsistent
with the national security.

(U) According to Department Order 472.1 B, the Director of Security Affairs renders final
determinations to grant or deny, reinstate or revoke Department access authorization under

10 CFR 710. Department Order 471.2A requires in part that the Director of Energy Intelligence
coordinate with the Office of Security Affairs concerning security issues, to include espionage and
possible or potential compromise of intelligence related information.

11



V. BACKGROUND b (U) ,

(U) This section provides an overview of the structure of the Department ofEnergy's intelligence
and counterintelligence programs, the events which led theepartment to refer the>_ to
the FBI, and the history ofa t

A. The Department of Energy's Intelligence Structure (U)

(U) Until 1993, the Department's Office of Intelligence reported directly to the Secretary of
Energy. The Office of Intelligence had primary responsibility for ensuring effective use of U.S.
Government intelligence in support of the Department's need for information on global nuclear
weapons development, non-proliferation, and other energy production and consumption. On June

10, 1993, Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary consolidated Office of Intelligence functions and
activities, along with those of the Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation and the Office of
Security Affairs, into the Office of Intelligence and National Security. In March 1994, the Office of

Intelligence and National Security was renamed the Office of Nonproliferation and National
Security (NN-1). The Office of Intelligence became a subcomponent of NN-1 and was designated
as NN-30.

(U) Under an assignment agreement pursuant to Title IV of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act

(IPA),-

jResponsibilities, including:

or

a

(U) On February 11, 1998, Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 61 was issued. As a result of
PDD 61, Department counterintelligence functions, which had been under the Office of Intelligence,

12



were separated. In March 1998, the Office of Intelligence (IN-I) and the Office of
Counterintelligence (CN-1) were created as separate directorates. each reporting directly to the
Secretary. L

-_
(U) On May 8, 1998.,L 3 in this capacity, Jreported
directly to theC

-and providing 'to the Secretary, Deputy Secretary,
and other key Datment of Energy polcy officials. As the.D y S y,

Ifor the Department's intelligence functions, as outlined
in Section 1.7 of Executive Order 1233T7

(U) On Jul, 1 98,
Secretary Bill Richarn's confirmation on August 18, 1998. Beginning on August 1 1998

B. The Department of Energy's Administrative Inquiry (U)

On September 25, 1995,C
3_he Department's KINDRED SPIRIT3 Administrative Inquiry based on

information derived from an Office of Energy Intelligence Working Group. The Working Group
had conducted an in-depth review of available intelligence and determined that there was a high
probability that the -

(OUO) Based on this informationC 'the Department's Office of
Counterintelligence to initiate an Administrative Inquiry to determine the facts and circumstances
relative to the potential loss ofthel _3information. Based upon the Office's
limited investigative authority - hat an FBI agent be temporarily assigned to
the Department's Office of Counterintelligence to assist in the conduct of this preliminary
investigation.

(OUO) A meeting was subsequently held on October 31, 1995, between Department officials and
FBI personnel. FBI representatives consisted ofC J

3 Various witnesses inteniewed by the Office of Inetor Gesral used the words "KINDRED
SPIRIT, China matter," "LANL espionage matter," an _Jwhen referring to the specific
espionage issues outined in this report

4 rI Cwas developed at the LANL in 1984. The design information was subsequently
providedo the Lawrence vrennore National Laboratory and the Department's Pamex facility.

13



C3 J The Department was represented by
Vat this

meeting. In summary, those in attendance agreed that the Department would take the lead role in
the investigation, with both the FBI and the CIA providing assistance. It was further agreed that
should a subject be identified, the FBI would be responsible for any subsequent espionage
investigation.

On May 28, 1996,J iforwarded a copy of the Department's Office of
Counterintelligence report outlining tie results of the KINDRED SPIRIT Administrative Inquiry to
L- . _jIn summary, the Inquiry identiied 11
offices/divisions within LANL that had access to theL ~The Inquiry also identified'
persons, from whicet _were subsequently determined to be the most
logical suspects. The report recommended that the FBI take the lead in the investigation because
the Office of Counterintelligence had basically exhausted all logical leads. The FBI's Sane Fe
office, a satellite office under the FBI's Albuquerque Field Office, subsequently opened a full
investigation on July 3, 1996.

(U) As of May 28, 1996,2 2
Up to that point, no action had been initiated by the Departmentm _iearance
or access to research and development information.

C. History of (U)

(OUO) C

r 1

L -

14



(U) FromE . _3was specifically responsible for

1. -
2.
3. 3

(U) Froms re for:

C

2.

3.

4.

or-
pending the results of the ongoing FBI investigation. While therer

(OUO) Onc 'jpursuant to Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 710, "Criteria and Procedures for Determining Eligibility for
Access to Classified Mat.eria"t

15



VL DETAILS OF INQUIRY (U) /

() This sectipn outlines the details of the Office of Inspector General's inquiry with respect to (1)
IF ISecurity clearance, access, and work assignments during the period May 1996 to
March 1999; (2) individuals responsible for decisions relating io- .security clearance,
access, and work assignments; and (3) whys lTearance and access were not curtailed
beginning May 1996.

A. Issue 1: C SSecurity Clearance, Access, and Work Assignments 5 (U)

(OUO) In summary, the Office of Inspector General determined that from the timer

_ the following occurred:

* (OUO) The status of security clearance remained unchanged until

C

* The status ofr2
.Pending the results of

the FBI investigation. TheC 7included: (a )

-and,

* (OUO) The status or- _work assignments within th_

-involving less sensitive classified information.

1. Changes in _ Clearance (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General's inquir disclosed that Department officials, in

coordination with the FBI, decided tpapproachah.
_ D.Jto submt to an in-depth interview and polygraph.
2 During theinterview and subsequent polygraph administered by the Department,

Jdid not engage in any activities detrimental to the national security of the
United States. C denied: ever engaging in espionage; ever providing classified
information to anyone; ever providing any sensitive or classified information weapons data to
anyone; any foreign contacts for the purposes of engaging in espionage; and knowing anyone whom
J j°ao be, or to have been, involved in espionage.

(U) Individuals involved in, and responsible for, C secrity cearance, access, and work
assignments are identified in Section B on page 18.
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(OUO) Data analyses of the polygraph results by Departmen contractor officials originally
disclosed sufficient physiological criteria for C - o believe that_

during the Department administered polygraph. However, the results were later
examineitby the FBI and determined to be inconclusive.

(OUO) Oaf . FBI officials askedL Jto take.an FBI-administered polygraph
examinatior the results of which indicated that'

until an investigation by appropriate
agencies was completed.

(U)L

2. ChangesinC 4ccess (U)

(OUO) As noted above, Department officialsr

_mwas temporary
and without prejudice and was to have no effect or1 Cwlearanc status.

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General's inquiry disclosed that this transfer was the first
meaningfil action taken by the Department or LANL to physically limit or restrict

,The Office of Inspector General learned that despite this actonwhle
L - 3](1 ) gained access to the.

'and,(3) attempted
to have a box of documents brought toC: -6

3. Changes inC _Work Assignments (U)

(OUO) During the May to July 1996 time frame, senior Department ad LANL officials made the
initial decision, inordination with the FBI, to (1) maintai "securiy clearance, and
access within the'_ and (2) controC vork activine through project
reassignments. These officias based their decision on several facors, including:

* (OUO) The FBI's request to keep Jposition;
* (OUO) The FBI's request that the nvestigation be conducted in a "non-alert status;"
* (OUO) The desire to promote the success of the FBI investigation;
* (OUO) The consideration thatfl ]was only a suspect;

6 (U) Details of these inddents are outlined in several inteview summarieswhich follow.
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c e7
* (OUO) The knowledge provided by the FBI that the _

j and
* (OUO) The knowledge provided by the FBI that the success of the FBI investigation

could increase the likelihood of learning what, specifically, may have been possibly
compromised U i

(OUO) The Department's and LANL's decision to _clearance and access, and
controlC _ vas re-affirmed in an E; 2
meeting with Department, LANL, and FBI officials present.

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General's inquiry disclosed however, that " "work
assignments were not actually _ 'Jfollowing a meeting between LANL
and local FBI officials. The reasons for the delay were unexplained. In the

< vork project assignments would be redirected to less sensitive work within
a new project. :

2 This was the first actual change to, or redirection off - 7
following the ayy to July 1996 and April 1997 meetings between the Department, LANL and the
FBI. This work reassignment idnot involve a curtailmen of 1security clearance and
access toy tJareas, and employees. L

B. Issue 2: Individuals Responsible For Decisions Relating To C __Security
Clearance And Access, Including Who Directed These Activities And Who
Was Informed Of The Activities During The Time (U)

(OUO) In summary, the Office of Inspector General determined that decisions pertaining to
C O j.security clearance, access, and work assignments were made with the knowledge of

representatives from five different entities, including: (1) Department of Energy Headquarters; (2)
the Department's Albuquerque Operations Office; (3) LANL; (4) FBI Headquarters; and, (5)
local FBI offices in New Mexico. Furthermore, the decisions and actions by these representative
can be divided into four general time periods: (1) May 2, 1996, to April 14, 1997;
(2) April 15, 1997, to October 15, 1997; (3) October 16, 1997, to December 23, 1998; and
(4) December 24, 1998, to March 8, 1999.

1. Individuals Responsiblefor Decisions Relating toC _j~ecurity Clearance, Access,
and Work Assignments Clearance (May 2, 1996 -April 14, 1997) (U)

(U) This section begins with an overview of events from May 2, 1996, to April 14, 1997, and
follows with the results of Office of Inspector General interviews with key Department, LANL, and
FBI personnel.
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(a) Summary (U) 8 (,8 C

(OUO) In summary the Office of Inspector General's inuiry determined that the initial decisions
to r iecurity clearance and access, but vork activities through project
reassignment, occurred in the _time frame and involvedf

in coordination with the
FBI. As noted previously, the decision was based on several factors, including:

* The FBI's request to keep ] i position;
* The FBI's request that the investigation be conducted in a "non-alert status;"
* The desire to promote the success of the FBI investigation;
* The consideration that.C was only a suspect;
* - The knowledge provided by the FBI that the possible C

1and
* The knowledge provided by the FBI that the success of the FBI investigation could

increase the likelihood of learning what, specifically, may have been possibly compromised

C - '-
(U) The following additional key Department and Laboratory officials were aware of the initial
decision to keepl _

' I

7(OUO) Interviews by the Office of Inspector General disclosed inconsistent recollections with respect to
who actually made the decisions._ _ 'did not decide to leave the suspect in place.
_ ""the FBI had "direned" that the suspect be left in place, whichC _ tean t the

Feparent could not rassign the individual to a less sensitive position. In contrasit. ecaled that
5[ _Jlecide, mi coordination with the FBI, that the Department would not remove the
suspect so that the FBI could investigate the matter.

8 (L -Jdid not oficially assume the position offC
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(b) Interviews (U)9

,OPUO) ~j stated that
_*1 0~ .0)~ ~" 7 to the FBI advisin them that the Department

was going to initiate an Administrative Inquiry on this matter. said that _ jnot recall
that the notification letter also requested the assistance of the FBI in conducting the Administrative
Inquiry. <_ that the time frame in question was just beforel

(OUO) L id not recall[ meeting with FB J
When informed auing the interview that others who might have attended with -

icouia not recall attening such a meeting with the FBI. _
' did not know if c __ jsensitive information was discussed at that

meeting.

(OUO) jecalled attending several meetings at the FBI with L
_Jmight also have attended some of these meetings. _jot

recall the dates of the meetings, all those who were present, or the exact circumstances for which
they were held. The discussions generally involved the Department's counterintelligence
deficiencies and needed reforms at the Department laboratories. On occasion, the status of the FBI
investigation may have been discussed, butC _did not specifically recall any discussions
about the suspect's access to sensitive materials.

(OUO) It was during these meetings in 1996 that C aot the impression that a
suspect had been developed (thougl Jknow a name), that-e suspect was L jand
that the FBI was investigating. j 3therefore, knew that the decision toF_

3 and to allow the FBI to pursue the espionage investigation had been made by
someone at a higher level. E _jwas not part of those discussions and, therefore, did not
know first-hand who had made them or when. The discussions held at the meetings involvingf

lonly reinforced this fact in' hiind, namely that the decision about_
access had been made and the Department could do nothing but wait until the FBI investigation was
completed.

(OUO) Regarding a . - meeting involving LANL-_
. Jduring whichL_ access to sensitive information was reportedly

discussed_ ' did not recall attending ttis meeting. The only meeting _'recall
attending where _.Jwas present was a meeting that included all the _

9 (U) The interviews in this section. and throughout the report are presented alphabetically.
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E __ that possibly occurred sometime during late 1995. C: Ithis meeting
becauseL 7that there
were significant counterinteiligence problems at the Department's laboratories.

E_ ?informed the Office of
Inspector General that the Department's Administrative Inquiry had been referred to the FBI and
the FBI had initiated an invegation of theC_ 3 prior toc

After the matter was referred to the FBI, the Office of
Counterintelligence continued to provide liaison and support to the FBI on its KINDRED SPIRIT
investigation of the alleged espionage.

According toC
3ofthe_

was resoonsible for"
A i rimarily dealt with FBI

. kept in contact witha
but usually did not learn much of what was occurng on the FBI investigation.
was of the opinion that there appeared to be a breakdown in communication between the FBI'
Headquarters, the FBI Albuquerque Field Office, and the FBI Santa Fe Resident Office. FBI agents
conducting the investigation were stationed in the Santa Fe Resident Office.

AfteC low
to get the FBI moving on the case..C

J3along wittC -. J According toE 2the
purpose of the meeting was two-fold. Fist the Department representatives requested that the FBI
assign an agent to the Department's Office of Counterintelligence as a means of improving the
responsiveness of the FBI to Department of Energy related matters. Second, Department
representatives expressed concern over the progress and pace of the KINDRED SPIRIT
investigation. Jstated that the FBI indicated they would move forward. Neither
7 __vwork assignments, access, nor clearance were discussed at the meeting.

E Recalled that duringC _j 3D artment,
- so tht the FBI could

conduct the investigation. 5 ]does not know who made those initial decisions. By
the timert,

tthat senior Department management was knowledgeable that the suspect
had been left in place so the FBI could conduct an investigation and that senior Department
management considered the idea of limiting the suspect's access through job assignments.
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i_ i_! nhad no direct contacts with senior Department management at the time, but it Was

had
knowledge and concurred that the suspect was to be left in place pending completion of the FBI
investigation. _3 has no direct knowledge as to whatr - specifically
briefed these officials on regarding the suspect's history with the FBIHowever i
was knowledgeable that the FBI had prior information on i "'but nthing that could be used to
suspend or revoke, -isecurity clearance. r tiat once the4

1twere Brnefed on KINDRED SPIRIT, they were responsible for any and all
clearance determinaions.

, With respect to C Ifor briefing senior Department management on
KINDRED SPIRITQ 3 stated that it was the responsibility oft

-7

The Office of Inspector General learned that in a memorandum dated:

7_ot a meemng
Zofthe FBI. According to the memorandum,-

ithat Department senior management were leaning towards
serious consideration of having(' Iclearance lifted based solely on the circumstantial
evidence obtained during the DepartmenPs Administrative Inquiry.

f- fi i v. that the FBI assume jurisdiction over the case and initiate a
full field investigation. -_that senior Department
officials might be inclined to avoid initiating any actions, such as removing C 3clearance, so
that successful resolution of this matter would not be hindered.

(OUO) C Jnformed the Office of Inspector General thatC
2isaid

thatr

'eeceived occasional telephone calls and
electronic mail (e-mail) messages from.L

o n what they knew about the status of the FBI investigation. _j had some contacts
withi.

_Jon the status of the FBI investigation.

* C i "-said that the control of the FBI case was being handled out of Albuquerque,
not FBI Headquiaters. C - that in the FBI, the "Office of Origin" for an investigation was
the controlling office forthe case. Based on F ~ FBI Headquarters was not involved in
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the overall supervision or daily progress of the investigative activity. Jat FBI
Headquarters was. E ~

(OUO) Asi _ .thathe Department and LANL were
not being tasked to support the FBI investigation asC - hey might be to help develop
information for an electrpgic surveillance request. It appeared to[ ha the FBI was dragging the
case ou Accrding tot_ jvere highly concerned
about L _ continued access to classified information )owever, that there was
gpthing they could dsince there was no evidence thatl _ committed a crime. According to

woL Jclearance could not just be pulled on suspicion of wrongdoing because doing
so would violate a person's rights and could also "blow the case" for the FBI.

Cf_--~~- ^ _ J}informed the Office of Inspector
General that _)ecame aware of KINDRED SPIRIT in 1995. C J_ ware that the
Department's Office of Counterintelligence subsequently referred the matter to the FBI, and the
FBI opened a case on the matter in the summer of 1996.

{OUO)El _ Snake decisions relating toE _ access and clearance.
L_ _j3could only make recommendations regarding decisions relating to

" _~aemployment and access status. There was not one individual who was solely responsible
for those decisions. 5 Zfeels that these decisions were made jointly between theC

-2
(OUO) _ lioes not feel that the FBI provided sufficient information for LANL to
determine that_ - vas likely to cause, or had caused, damage to nationalsecurity.or
compromised classifiedmaterial. Based on' of the FBI's caseL _does not
feel that the FBI had any substantial informaton to provie.

(OUO) According toC
¶coordinated with the FBI. C

'with major issues.

(OUO)C _ meeting that was called by the FBI. The
purpose of the meeting was to ._ Jon the FBI's investigation into the issues
surroundingE __and to gain the support of LANL. 2 _said other attendees included

jwas not surprised by the briefing becauseC _ _had previously been
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bdreft CL _ concern was thatC apprised of the progress of the investigation nd
thatL_ j-aware of any warrants or arrestsprior to their occurrence.

(OUO) According tog Jthe FBI implied that it wantedCr Ikept in place current
position. The FBI did not want anything or anyone alerting L - bout the invesigauon. The
FBI also reviewed the possible steps it would go through during the investigation. L ,7does_
not recall that the FBI asked for anything specific regarding the monitoring or altering of_ .-
access.

i . L-- _ . informed the Office of Inspector
General that( . Became aware of the possible compromise off during the
sping of 1995,t. - that sometime during May or June 1995, scientists from LANL came to

;. j.withjnQrmation . .

- _ PULC.* *[3o-i -.. , ....

\_ ^p3n the matter,[ -1to obtain assistance from the FBI and
the CIA In July of 1995.the KINDREDSPIRIT analytical group was formed to log4 into the
problem. L _ arrived fromnL pn the matter.

~-~L 'X _~-J7to be briefed on the situation. L
_- on KINDRED SPIRIT and obtained more CIA

assistance to analyze the information. By the Summer of 1995,L
-on the analytical suspicions regarding this

matter.

(OUO)l _ Stated that in August 1995, a "walk-in" document was incorporated into the
case. After t_ J__gain met with

_ nitiate the formal Administrative Inquiry with FBI involvement. By December
1995, an FBI specialist in Chinese counterintelligence matters was working with the Department on
the Administrative Inquiry.

(OUO) _ .said4hat in concert with[_ 7an analysis team was put together to take
a look a_ osition that there was a possilie'compromise of U.S. nuclear weapons
information. This was done for several reasons. There were concerns about the validity of the
"walk in" document and a possible problem with the reputation oiC .
explained that although Ejvas known to the intellgence community,_- as
also known to be, on occasion, overly boisterous about ]opinions and conclusions. By
March 1996,4e review was completed andE

China matter" now had the acceptance of the intelligence community; namely, the
community fet that theL

.concerning this
matter. By that time, the Department's Counterintelligence Administrative Inquiry had identified a
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"handful of suspects who had the opportunity, et cetera" to compromise the system, one of which
really stood out.l_ was aware that the matter was referred to the FBI in May of 1996 for
investigation of alleged espionage activity.

~C- __said that at about the time the matter was referred to the FBI for investigation,
C _ _the KINDRED SPIRIT analytical group andt

twas in attendance. They were briefed on
the development of the entire KiNDRED SPIRIT matter, the results of the Department's
Administrative Inquiry, the development of?" - as a suspect based upon indicators, the
information that the FBI had a history -C - nd indicators the FBI had no evidence thatl

jhad committed espionage. During this meeting with C jhey discussed the suspect's
- access. According to, - decidedto keep the suspect in place,

subject to direction from the FBI on their investigation.
Ihad concerns, however, about leaving the suspect in place.

(OUO)C- advised tha
1 to discuss the FBI investigation and the

process of going to the Foreign Intelligence Survelance Act court for electronic coverage of the
suspect. i

to discuss the FBI's approach to the case. C 'ias a
general recollection thatr may have been present.

(OUO) Fromthese discussions with the FB QL i-knew that the FBI intended to investigate
the matter. L ' understood that the possible compromiseC ] and that the FBI
would only be able to identify the suspect in a contemporary position of committing espionage now.
C said that they all had to assume that the espionage was on-going and that the suspect
would continue to do it, so that the FBI would have something to investigate. E ~
agreed with the FBI that if the espionage was on-going and it was being done by an insider, the
suspect should not be "spooked" so that the FBI could catch him.r

r were concerned about the suspect's continued access but also knew that there
were no groundsto remove the suspect's security clearance.

(OUO) C 7said that if eitherC _3has been sufficiently concerned about the
suspect's access with national interests at stake, 'the suspect's access, even
thought they had no grounds to do so at the time. ' 3
decided that the Department would not remove the suspect so that the FBI could investigate the
matter. However, they wanted to try to limit, if possible, the suspect's access to less sensitive
information.

(OUO) L_ mstated that after the FBI initiated the case,: 2 recall that anyone raised
concerns about the suspect's access. r ithat the only concerns were whether the FBI was
pursuing the case as aggressively as the Department thought they should. L . had
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F'resources assigned to the cas. _4 jItime frame to try to get more
F-I resources assigned to the case.

(OUO)L Scannot recall discussions wit- _about the suspect, on
whether or not to leave the suspect in place.C _
the FBI, CI4AO - Jabout the possible compromise issue. However-" jrecall
having any discussions wit-- Jabout the suspect's access or clearanceT.
knew in May 1996 that- - vould have to get involved in the espionage case. C
thatr

· t ' - - . iJ to
limit or remove access of an espionage suspect at the lab. Therefore, in May of 1996 3
understood that the FBI would be contactingF - to solicit

)leave the suspect in place.

(OUO) FBI ~ jdid not recall man f the
events involvimgT jinvestigation. Howevera temember one meeing nC at
Department Headquarters that included -
recall the name of the official, or when theimeeting took place but that it was sometime before.

h. ought that possibly FBIC L 3 may have been in
attendance. The only thing Jrecall about the meeting was a discussion concerning the
suspect's access to sensitive information at LANL and howany change 'i!. _ rmight cause
problems for the FBI investigation.

(OUO) t -LANL with
-'iso attended the meeting. .' -

did not recall when this meeting occurred. F -' ecalled that during the meeting the
FBI representatives toldb- Jthat this type of espionage~ivestigation was very difficult to
work and that it would not be resolved quickly. The FBI also toldC Jthat the FBI
considered LANL to be the "victim agency" and that LANL had to decide if the suspect could
remain inC 3osition during the investigation, iff Jhad to be limited, or if J
clearance had to be suspended.

A__ J(U)

U._ Jinformed the Office of Inspector General that, as E
attended a meeting on

C Jwhere the FBI advised the attendees of the status of the KINDRED SPIRIT
investigation. In addition toQ

3 Also in attendance were four or
five FBI Headquarters representatives.
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h (, 7%c
(OUO) ' .does not recall iff Jwas named-
specifically during the meeting.

I_ -!(U)

C Jinformed the Office of Inspector General that inF
_informed b tt

2. _-was a suspect in what waseferred to as the investigation. It wasT at
the time that the FBI was to keepLL_
to take no action tC Jfficials were to cooperate
fully with the FBI during its investigation.

(OUO) U stated that J aware thatC J personnel from the Department's Office
of Counterintelligence conducted an mquiry, with assistance from LANL personnel, into the
potential loss of iand the resulting potential damage. In June 1995,E

n the nquiry. - ]was of the opinion at that time that )
believed that vas suspected in the release of p I

(OUO) According toL.. 'did not totally agree
with all the findings of the Department's inqury. C University of
California personnel were not convinced that_ was responsible for the potential loss of
information. As a result of the inqui yI -

3 to closely review the information that was allegedly..] and
to conduct a damage assessment.

(OUO)I_ 2 recalled that the team issued its report in the September to November 1995
time frame. L_ - _also recalled that there was considerable disagreement as to whether or not
the potential loss of information and damage should be attributable to LANL or the Department's
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL.)

(OUO) In 1996, _jand officials from the FBI's Albuquerque
Office. r jwvas of the opinion, based on discussions which occurred during this meeting,
that the University of California was not to do anything tofy -beieves that

' 'qconcerns aboutL "personnel
iiillways, and discussions during this meeting. However,C _ . 'would not have

strongly voiced this concern since the FBI was calling the shots.

(OUO) _ecalled a few discussions Regarding the
Jrecailed nothing of significance. _ tat in the 1995 to 1996 time period,

CV^ ~ Thnd~ suggested that C _ should do something about
i 'said it would have beene 'ho would have comeL if the

Department wantedtj - Qo do sometig about ~?
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(OUO)= 31 began feeling uncomfortable with the FBI's strategy
concerning theL because of lack of aarent rogress.

Tclever ways to limitF " access without' _the
Universit of California was still operating on the FBTs-nstructons nqt.C

-nto the issues involving _ said no one,_ _vas aware of
concerns involving .7at this time.

According toa Jone of the ways_ ]identified to limit Q 3
access was to switch access to the vaultf- from a monitored access to a palm reader
access. The plan was to mplement tais procedure and to drop many personnel from access at that

Cime, to inc.ude L J It was believed that this would not tip L- Joffto anything.
_Jsaid, unfortunately, the palm reader was not approved. The University of California

personnel charged with requesting and justifying the palm reader, along with the Albuquerque
Operations Office personnel charged with approving such a request, were unaware of any security
issues. As such, the palm reader was determined by the Albuquerque Operations Office to be a
convenience item rather than a necessity and the request was denied.

(OUO)L_ 3remembered that there were discussions with the FBI surrounding the issue of
l jaccess. Universityof California ersonnel urged that someone in theL

*Jor briefed on the matter. [_ Jgot the go ahead from the FBI to 7

-J

(OUO)L ' __ould not recall discussing theE

j

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General showed 3
7a portion of the May 25, 1996,

ufrom - o n the memorandum omn the memorand

3 would develop a "project" or series of projects fori
Upon reviewing the document, -- Vazuely recalled a conversation regarding this issue,
hpwever,L recall ecific dets.7 as not even sure if it was

.>- .-..- ._the conversation. C~ ~s hat to the best' ~
recollection, it was decided not to develop aproject or senes of projects.C - could not
recall who made the decision or how_ Jto know there was such a decision.

10 (U) See the intview smmary of
LI -"i



(OUO) C Istated tham[' 3 partic ate such pect. tated it would
have been very difficult to identify projects for .if asked. did not now

! ._f;daily functions or what worl_

1 .--- -tU)

(OUO) C - - Jinformed the Office of Inspector General
that in July 1996, two FBI agents from FBI Headquarters, as well as additional agents from ie
FBI's Albuquerque and Santa Fe offices, met witld J
The-- - h . . .- -e

Shad direct FBI Headquarters involvement in the
case. According to:, 1the reason theFBI chose to send out agents from Headquarters
was to demonstrate to LANL a to the FBI Albuquerque office the importance of this case.

L . _Yeamed about the details of the meeting fromm -.

(OUO) According tC 3 the meeting took place at LANL, and the purpose was to
discuss the recently opened FBI investigation into _ossible involvement in the potential
loss of the ]to the[ i said that FBI
management had no authority to take action against a LANL employee's access to sensitive
material. - that any potential action involving ' ccess to sensitive information
had to be discussedwith and approved by LANL management.

(U)C _was told the following information about the discussion concering _
access to sensitive information that occurred at the July 1996 meeting with[ .

*(U) The FBI agents explained tor ~some basic information about how an
espionage investigation is conducted;

* The FBI explained that since alleged espionage involvingE -ikely
occurred in the ~i)the possibility of gathering sufficient evidence against anyone
would be a didcult and lengthy process;

~* ~ The FBI described that it could take up to a year to develop probable cause in
order to apply for a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act eavesdropping warrant;

·* The FBI explained that if a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act warrant was
obtained, it could take another year of electronic surveillance to develop sufficient
evidence to bring charges of espionage against 3

~.* .The FBI explained that when working espionage cases with agencies such as the
Department of Energy and the Department of Defense, the FBI considers these agencies
to be the "victim agencies." It is the FBI's position that it is up to the "victim agency" to
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, 7Cc)
make the final decision if the suspect continues to have access to sensitive information-
during the investigation;

* - The FBI acknowledged that it had no authority to tell the Department to limit
L- -J7 to sensitive information, or suspend his clearance;

The FBI madeit clear to that as the "victim agency," LANL had the
final word oin jcontinued access to sensitive information; and,

* - _ .The FBI indicated a preference to leave: Qcurrent position at LANL.
IfL. - twvs removed fronr .u rrent position, orL was limited --
likely become suspicious and stop any eionagctivity. If this occurred, the possibility
of gathering sufficient evidence against lessentially disappear. It would then be
very unlikely that anyone would ever know supplied the
to thejj totes_ and wouldnot lear if nntmes to provide sensitive

PL . - -information to the:. -

According toC 1 after the FBI presented its position,L ]decidedto
maintain the status quo an
decision was based on the FBI's position thaC

_- 'the damage had likely already occurred ']would not work on any new projects
and would not have access to new information.

C stated that neitaer LANL nor Department officials ever came to the FBI ater
the ,__ _Jto inform the FBI that they could no longerL 'in
place.. _ _istated that the FP always maintains that the "victim agency" has the final-
word involving matters of access and clearance. r - Isaid that the FBI understands that
the agency has the final word, and only requests that the agency give the FBI a 30-day advance
notice before taking any action. The 30-day notice is requested so the FBI can plan on how it
wants to conduct a confrontational interview of the suspect.

(OUO - - stated that Tinvolvement with the loss of nuclear
technology to thel - Jbegan when at Department of
Energy Headquarters in the summer or early fal of 1995. The purpose of the meeting was a
general discussiona led byl - - -

-Di-tnerreniees at tie
mee-ning were:..

jwas also present, but} not certain.
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(OUO)-C J stated that the FBI opened an espionage investigation ivolgf -
At that timeL _ _ Jodnot to

conduct any investigative activity until a meeting was held with[

3 During January and February 1997J,
on the case andc

_ - _ _

(OUO)Q. - attended the -ijmeetngat--- M e---
inThe purpose of the meeting was for FBI Heaiquarters personnel from the

National Securit Division to meet withC ,j. -
investigation, and, hopefully, to obtainr -' is meetingut
was not involved in the presentation of the case.Cd was not involved in the subsequent
discussions witi TheIC<

jbut whose last ameC _ ould not .
'" a]thought that there may have been one or two~ jar the
meeting.

(OUO) F-_ 3said thatC
(- and.that a

likely suspect was__[ J explained the need for LANTto assist the
FBI investigation by_ Jinplace.L asked if[ 3should be removed
from the sensitive area where - .Potbe
removed so they could successfullyconduct the investigation. [ did not recall any
discussion about limitingf access to sensitive information at LANL.-" -- did
not recall the FBI informning - that the FBI considered LANL to be the "victim agency,"
and that LANL had to decide ifthey could 'live' witC eainn in place while the FBI
conducted the investigation. r j tht atthe conclusion of the meeting, after
C tAsked questionsC decided to leavt in place "to assist the FBL"

(OUO) r did not recall an other meetings with Department, LANL or FBI
ersonnel afterL . Jduring which, Jaccess to sensitive information was discussed.

L _auely recalled a discusstioC J'ith_
.. _did not recall when tSs discussion took place, but thought that
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L '- had mentioned that the Department was considering ways to limitf -
possibly via a palm reader. (irecollection of this event was very unclearL'
could not recato what it pertained. Up un"i

- vas not aware of any other discussions about -
} had any contact with FBI Headquarters or Department personnel aboutL_ -

access. -

(OUO) In addition to interviewingQ__ ~~the Office of Inspector General
reviewed internal FBI documentsC Accordig to one memorandumL

- ,=,- .- _ Jat LANL. Also in attendance

In attendance forE
I During the meeting

- were told about the FBI's interest in the - that LANL would
provide whatever suppo 4 would be necessay for teFBI to successfully investigate this matter.

, Jwas told by[L that th FBI had a bona fideespionage caseand that it
would be a long term investigation. r ;were told that because of this, the FBI's

.interest and investigation would neeto be tightly lield. ~was asked for a list of
individuals who might be aware of the Departmental reiy ofinfornnation which predicated the
FBI es.ionage matter.C . JthatL vwould provide such a list.

Jthat as far as oncerned, the only people who knew about the FBI investigation
were those in the meeting.

(OUO) According to the documentation, 3at the appropriate
stages of the investigation. B 1the FBI had the authority for Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act coverage. ' ;need to advise. someone
from[ ' . Jat the appropriate time as the case
developed.

OnL , ' -that
._ ' - lhad met that day with _ 3indicated thati lecentiy talked withr

indicated that duringr learned that
Department higher-ups had been briefed on KINDRED SPIRIT and that therewere many
concerned peple at Department Headquarters. r indicated thatf 1 wanted to

.J Xc _ess. . also stated that ' had wanted to iivite a representative
-om theL_/ to 3 meeting. However . _
prevailedcuponC J not to invite anyone from that division.

(OUO)r toldC_ that if access were limited, FBI investigative
efforts to identif - _jcommitting espionage at LANL would be seriously
hampered. Jtha _ _- with land indicated C ]
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LrL w l f jwould not suggest any recommendations to lthat woud
'access without getting prior FBI approval C assure

that LAN would not do anything without coordinating with the FBI.

Also on 7-hat an issue had arisen
that was not directly related to the KINDRED SPIRIT investigation. - jsaid that the

r"~C ~~-7 had asked forhelp to identify procedures to tighten control to access to
theE t v JthatC - -

to provide security for classified documents. _

wanted to make this information available toiE ' . _ even though this project
had been in the works for a period of time. -

(OUO) On_ i' - - elerhonically contacted/-
to discuss a matter reported bYC earlier in the day.7 3

that _j)hain of command immediately regarding this development. E _

suggested that perhaps FBI Headquarters could write a letter to Department Headquarters_
ithat the FBI was conducting an espionage type investigation and

cooperation was needed. C Jwould discuss this witl . land
take care of this matter.

(QUO) On 3that LANL would not

i ' daccess without coordinating with the FBI. -thatdiscussions
were under way to provide a badge reader with limited access for the. i

~ <^jadvised that if a badge reader with limited access were put in place it could
jeopardize the FBI investigation. Thereforer jthat no action would be taken
without first coordinating with the FBI.

(OUO) OnC, 3learned that
-_ In essence, theC not

to pull any clearances forL 1 According toe - _ Jo share
the information regarding the visit byC Jthat at no time were any
discussions focusing on theE ' ' clearance.l - Jthat, I officials
perhaps got their information incorrectly. The only issue eing discussed betweent

_ according toC was[L access.

(OUO) _ _ thatdiscus ons between_
~~- - (dealt withF - access as discussed bytL

_ vas tolI that at no time were there any discussions betweei

- egarding theL _
clearance.

(OUO) Or n ntold L thatL . met that day
withL_ According to _ _recently talked withL_ _
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.d (o/ - -

. ' jearned fronL4 3thatC
regarding thersaid that according toC_ '.had no problem

with limiting access to t t MCj s n o

(OUO) From the July 3, 1996, meeting to November 5, 1996, the FBI undertook a number of
inves.aive steps to include, in part, (1) interviews of scientists from Department Headquarters

that the compromise took place at LANL; and, (2) research into
whether Foreign Inteligence Surveillance Act authority would be necessary to conduct a search of
.L ,computer at LANL, or whether sucl a search could be conducted on LANL's authority.

(OUO) On November 13, 1996, the FBI decidedthat a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act order
would be the needed authority to surveilc: _computer.

C (U)
ta[ jbri-fe -o- th informed the Office of Inspector Generalth al - __Jbriefed on the KINDRED SPIRIT issue sometime during July 1995. 3-

not recall the specific date orXho provided the briefing. From whatC 2 recall, the following
personnel were also present:

and possibly

recalled that the briefing was just an overview ofa otential problem involving aossible
compromise of Department weapons data to the was also
informed that there would be a continued effort to conduct an analytical evaluation to determine
more information.

C L _ -}ecalled that[: 3next briefed KINDRED SPIRIT on or about
C -« ^-.- .- . ,- _vere therel- _could notrecal the identities of the other attendees. : -h.e jprovided most ofthe briefing

but others (names not recalled) also provided input -nformed that several suspects had
been developed through an analytical evaluation inquiry coindcted by the DOE's Office of
Counterintelligence and the FBI, and that one suspect was more prominent than the others. C

Informed that the suspect, whose name was not provided, was located in a sensitive area at
LANL, and that the matter was being referred to the FBI for investigation. E 2'was told
that the FBI wanted the suspect left in place while the FBI conducted its investigation.
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(OUO) _to leave the suspect in place. L_
t- at the suspect was being left in place with access to sensitive inforn ation.L.

. that the decision to leave the suspect in place was notr Jo make. ' -as
told in the briefing that the FBI had requested the suspect be left in place. T 7tookihis to mean
the FBI "directed" rather than "requested" that the suspect be left in placet" had no
authority to override the decision of the FBI. even if felt that it was not in the best interests of
national security to leave the suspect in place. Therebfrer 'the suspect in place at LANL
with no change in access or clearance.

(OUO) Accordinop - jnever made a decision to leave the
suspect in place. i - - Jthat anyone could think that -

vould say that C .made the decision to leave the suspect in place. '. _ thatI ----'o t ' -- J1otI - 7_about this issue earlier this year and that I not
understand how others could mis-characterize 2

(OUO) Regarding who briefed- n the "FBI decision" to leave the suspect in place -
not recall who toldC rfrnadion during the _ ithat

'but that others were alo making comments and providing input.
Regarding any discussion about the FBI's "victim agency" policy to request a suspect be left in
placer )_.said that the OIG would have to ask whoever the FBI told that to" - ~
never before hearobf that terminology -- ever had any direct contact wih thelBI
on this matter while

(OUO) Regarding andiscussions to limit the suspect's access to sensitive information,
had not been involved in any such discussions. __ )ti the FBI

had "directed" the suspect be left in place which meant that the Department could not reassign the
individual to a less sensitive position. - onces
about the steps that the Department should take to ensure something like that would noappen
again. However,[ . told in the briefing that the Department could not take any steps because
it might tip off the suspect.

CL - ... Thave any follow-up
meetings on the KINDRED SPIRIT matter.: --occasionally briefe-on the status of pending
security matters, which would have.included the K.U.RED SPIRIT matter but only in general
terms on the status of the case. L.. did not recall ever again discussing the suspect's
access or clearance.

C---_ (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General showedr -
a portion ofthe j
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memorandum from' In the memorandum, :

Iwould develop a "project" or series of projects for
/C 2 Upon reviewing the documente Iwas never aware of any discussion

regarding this matter. this issue at any time
lid not discuss this issue__ 7.at any time

before, during, or after! _ -' Washington, DC, andl . did not participate in

such a project, nor did__ _if such a project was attempted or completed by others.

c _--n
-L - - i- nfonmed the Office of Inspector General that E- with the FlI on

the China matter sometime around June 1996 while [
"ould not recall the date of the FBI meeting,

the date of the Dpartment's Administrative Inquiry results, or the date the matter was referred to

the FBI. C I those present at theL

']the FBI investigation was discussed during the
meeting. C this was a "rules of the road" type meeting in which the FBI discussed what the

Department coulddo to effectively support the FBI investigation./ . issues regarding the

suspect's access and clearance were discussed. - jstated that the FBI wanted the

investigation to be conducted on a "non-alert" basis, and that the Department should therefore take

no action against the suspect without coordination with the FBI. L said the FBI

would work hard on the case, and that they would try to gather evidence via electromic coverage

under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. C Jaid that it was necessary to

keep information related to the case "tightly held." It was decided that the
-would have to know what was happening so that they could

provide necessary support.

(OUO) L - ecalled that during the next couple of months,E
on several occasions about the status of the FBI investigation. 5 that
FBI was still working on the investigation.

2 _ .4"- attended a meetg at Department Headquarters in the late
summer or early falC . not recall) in which the suspect's access and

clearance were discussed. C w ere present. L
may have also been in attendance, but'E recall. Duringthis meetingthe possbilty

assigning the susectC . to a new project was discussed. -J
was looking intc_

_-this was to occur on a "non-alert" basis by chan ingioe.access list for

the vault and eliminating Se suspect and others from the vault access list. L.- not know at the

u (U) See inerview summary for
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time but recently heard thata "palm reader" was being considered, but never installed, in the vault
area. thought the matter was being taken care of butL followed up
on it.l

J ThoughC
-was aware of all the key issues taking

place at the time in the Office of Nonproliferation and National Security.

(OUO)C jaid that whenQ
jthat the ingsl vnould move on

.-- and be completed.- -C t- ta the suspect's access would be reduced through a newjob
asignment and by the suspect's name being removed from access to the vault along with others.

C -twere aware ofWE suggestions on this
matter.

C ~ - jaad -

jwas also present during this meeting. During the meeting, there
was a discussion on ow to reduce the suspect's access to sensitive information at LANL while on
a'non-alert" basis. tL - _ hat LANL may watto consider some kind of
reassigunmel to lih the suspect's duties to another area but to do so without "tipping off' the
suspect. It was mutually decided that the Department would discuss the matter with LANL
management and return to the FBI with possible options on what could be done. The FBI wanted
to be a part of the approval process for any LANL actions involving the suspect.

(OUO) According tc - to take action on this issue by
contacg _LANL management. When qu as to whether or notm

- on the results ofh orthr was to take
action, d tat ot recall [- haWi not follow-up on
this matter ecauset

~~~~- -_2~~ on anything when C

-~did not need to
know, but as the - 2
have known. Jdid not tellf opinion that when

L'f ' jijshould have kept apprised of the
status of the matter.
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(OUO) - -
informed the Office of Inspector General tatrC ' Snot recall ever attending any meetings where
the FBI discussed theCs said that sometime in 1997
generally that there was an FBI investigation focusing on an l

3that the individual was being left in position because the FBI wanted him
left in position. _jsaid that to the best of _
through newspaper articles.

CX.._.. .... . ...-.... . .

(OUO)C _ _ informed the Office of
Inspector General thatil - The
purpose ofthe[_ - - Ion the newly opened FBI espionage investiation
involving the_ Jclearly
recalled the meeting and everybody who was present. e-

(ouo) C -
{had discussed this

espionage case. They both agreed tht the only way to gather evidence aganst was, if
acceptable toC .n place.

At the _ 7 on the newly
opened espionage investigation ofC th t the FBI
acknowledged that LANL was the "victim agency" and that any decisions they made about ow to
handle.r lvere up to LANL and that the FBI would go along with those decisions _.

-provided additional information about the investigation andf
j3 as follows:

* The subject of their investigation 3is under
investigation. This was to be done by limting the number of LANL employees who were
aware of the investigation or the need to keep the investigation closely held; and,

* C - -X38
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f,~I- _ijstated that by makldng these request( _not teling L
what to o.(' -he FBI knew that they (FBI) had no authority over matters of access and
clearancest epartment facilities and those decisions were ultimately mjde by the victim
agency."was attempting to communicate to ithat if the
espionage investigation was to be successfUi and if LANL could live with! e ·ini ng in .
place, what was needed was to keep the investigation closely held and keep {1

(OUOq C 2responded by asking what justification- s foC way
place. - -3responded toC in thelowing way:

* The FBI wastrying to solve an espionage case tat likely happened over 10 years2o andthe only way to gather sufficient evidence was thro eleconic surveillance of
L j The only way Gatfher sient evidence agains . ia electronic

rviance was to keep4 durrent position, unaware thC mnder
investigation. If jWould be fired or havec _.at LANL altered in a
significant way, - land the likelihood of gathering any evidence
would diminish. f that happened, it was highly likely that no one would ever learn who
provided the _3to the[ --

at this tm because there was no evidence, as of that date, that_ a t,Pr -nhwas any
provided infonrmation to th ... tated
that LANL could not rely on the FBI to proie grounds for fringC ecause, as far
as the FBI was concerned, no grounds to . -

_would likely file a law suit agains _ were fired at this time.
; itughed at this last statement and inated that

* 1had worked on thel andrhat ir
would not do a lot ofgood, since: ikelyretained a lot ofinformationi

A 7twed thatC ]it cdear tot Jthat an espionage
investigation such as this one would likely take at least a couple of years to complete. C ' ?

that it could take at least one year to develop suffcient evidence to apply for a Foreign Intelligenceo
Surveillance Act warrant. If the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act warrant was obtained, it
could take another year to develop sufficient evidence to bring charges of espionage against
Q 7 If sufficient evidence were not obtained during this year, the FBI would likely at that
point hive enough information to conduct a confrontational interview of L

(OUO) At the conclusion of the discussion,r ]agreed to keep{ Jin place and to
keep the investigation o
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L - "informed the Office of Inspector General that.[
lat LANL w ereJFBI Headquarters officials briefed: 'on the

newly opened espionage inestigation o fl_ At this meeting, the FBI odials made it clear
that they understood that

] The FBI officials Tddrd tjhat they considered LANL to be the "victim agency" in
this espionage case, and that the FBI policy was that the victim agency makes the final decision
concerning whether to leave a suspect aplace. C_ T erformed aisk
assessment and determined that[ _ could not reman in place, and if that wasL _ _
decision, the FBI wouWpursue.t'e investigation under those conditions. Ig however,L
could r with leaving Jn place, the FBwouldconduct their investigation on a non-aleif
basis. a_ sid that it was made dear toL Jthat the FBI would prefer to work
espionage cases on a non-lert basis with the suspect in place, but that the final decision in this
matter was to be made byl .

L Cp.. - 2stated that at the[ Jthe FBI officials also informed
:Lf several previos FBI investitins involvingL

-J-nade te decision at ther - for the FBI to conduct the
investigation on a non-alertbass wit ccording toQ

also knew thatL_ on the investigation at any time.

IC
(OUO) 'L-nrformed the Office of Inspector General thatF "
access to sensitive information had been reduced during 1996 by LANL.' explained that during
_id-1996, l a plan with LANL officials and the FBI to restricdr - access from the

_j knew from discussionsr_

- jwanted tcf j'access to sensitive information while
was being left in place for the FBI investigation.

(OUO) C_ Provided the Office of Inspector General with a copy of a[
memoranum _ m Office of Inspector General review
of the memorandum revealed that it had been prepared following the conclusion of-

- that the Department needed to ensure
that any administrative actions taken in theL hvere vetted with the FBI. According to the
memorandum:

* (OUO) No preparations for any administrative actions that might be required by future
investigations had been taken as of 3

* (OUO) The FBI was to assume overall responsibility of the case;
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* (OUO) The FBI specifically requested that no such action be taken pending their -'
assumption of the case;

* . The FBI suggested that the Department might consider reassignment of the
subject to special project alonghe lines of the "Ames" case;
(OUO)\ asked that options be identified for such a special
assignment; -

· (OUO)C
*. _( or such an assignment;

* * The chain of communications would involve the links between officials at
(1) Department Headquarters, specifically the Office of Nonproliferation and National
Security and the Office of Defense ProEams, and FBI Headquarters; and,.(2) LANL, the
local FBI office, ad probably the Department's Albuquerque Operations Office; and

* (OUO) The Department could address options for improving protection of National
Security Information and Restricted Data, although this was the responsibility of the
Office of Safeguards and Security Affairs (NN-50), and they had yet to be briefed on the
matter as of ]

chae nformed the Office of Inspector General that LANL put together a plan to
change teaccess procedures to theL _ 3Under the existing procedures at
the time, anyone with

_ _ro0posed to install an electro-mechanical device to control vault entry, to
then cut out access to many - - -- eing.one who no longer had
access. At the time .Jthought that this was a good idea because th

r __(U
(OUO) _ _informedthe Office
ofInspector General thatC Jawareoft[ the early 1980's.

I95, and_ ciware of the subsequ entrfra Ltth FBI an-theBiHnvesti!fgaiof '

(OUO) - confirmed that_ tin attendance when the' 2 on the
case on_ J Also present were

3 The meeting was held so the_

case. According to _Jthere was no discussion ring tng to whether - _should
" _Jin place. The FBI insttuctdr Jto do nothing to alert

_ assignments and access were not discussed.

(OUOC -tated that after the meetingj -toldr 3 was not
comfortable with theresults of the Department's A inistrative Inqury and Lat, normally, the FBI
would not open a case if they did not have any more evidence than what was revealed in the
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bt, CcC
Administrative Ipuiry. However, because of the serious nature of the issue, the FBI agreed to-"
work the case. _ the same reservations about
the results of the Administrative Inquiry.

(OUO) Sometime after thr "provided ' '
with monthly badge reader nformation and telephone recors related to On

C Jtalked with representatives from the local F office about
Jhat the case was not progressing. According toc J

had other assignments and did not seem to have time to work on this case.

(OUO)C stated that on _

3concerns that the FBI case was not
progressing, ._

jtagain talked with representatives from the Albuquerque Field Office and was{

.to work including a
high profile espionage case.

As the ."
,briefed on the

KINDRED SPIRIT investigation in 1996 by Mr. Don Mcrlyre, now deceased. ( ')then
began maintaining a KINDRED SPIRIT file. r' 'halt L - ontained very few documents for
the yearsC 3but contained significantly more information for the period from C2 had no direct involvement in the matter until E

2. Individuas Responsiblefor Decisions Relating to [ Secrity Clearance,
Access, and Work Assignments (April 15, 1997- October 15, 997) (U)

(U) This section begins with an overview of events from April 15, 1997, to October 15, 1997, and
follows with the results of Office of Inspector General interviews with key Department, LANL, and
FBI personnel.

(a) Summary (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General learned that the Department's and LANL's May-July996
decision to maintain C_ 'learance and access, and controlC _- hrough redirected
work assignments, were re-irmed in ar rrwith Department,
LANL, and FBI officials present. Attendees at this meeting from the Department and LANL
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includedC
2 Meeting topics included:

* (OUO)L work activities would be controlled through project
reassignment; and,

* FBI recruitment off Jto assist them
with monitoringF

(OUO) Although this meeting has been characterized as a meeting in which the May-July 1996
decisions were "reaffirmed," the Office of Inspector General's inquiry did not identify any
meaningful actions taken by LANL or follow-up by the Department. Available information -
indicates thaC- ~without any ntableactions to restrict
or modiC ]work assignments. The Office of Inspector General did not identify any
witnesses or documents which provided a definitive explanation as to why the May-July 1996
decision had not been carried out by the time of the April 1997 meeting.

In late April 1997_
Jwas recruited by the FBI to serve asC

_ ' ' Over the following weeks, the
FBI met wit-C w3Also, during the meetings,
ideas for[ 'work project assignments were discussed.

(OUO) In the Fall of 1997 (specific date undetermined)C ' met with
the local FBI case agent and decided thait - . ork project
assignment to less sensitive work within a new project. Shortly thereafter. ct
new work assignments. However, the Office of Inspector General's inquiry identified this as the
first significant implemented action toC -' since the

itial May-July decisions and the ApriTnl997 meeting. e -"Csecurity clearance and access to
- Jremained unchanged.

(OUO)C

In July 1997, prior toq
Jon

KINDRED SPIRIT and the: -vere present at one or
more of these briefings.
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(OUO) on:C
stated that, during the course of this meeting,:

Department representatives that:
* (OUO) The FBI's attempt toobtain Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court

approval on thq investigation was unsuccessful;
* (OUO) The Department should not leaveC n place for the FBI; and,
* (OUO) The Deartment should do what is necessary to prevent further access by

(OUO)C Jnformed the Office of Inspector General that[
meeting at the Department in whicC

---- were present in addition to -

(b) Interviews (U)

(OUO) formed the Office of Inspector General thatQC . learned about
the espionage case at LAN in the fall or early winter of 1995 while serving as t

.- 3 - r- - _Jthat the FBI was
investigating the case. Jdid not know the suspect's name at the time.

tOUO)C_ Jthat in 1996,C on the espionage matter given to

_*,~~~~ .- ~ ~ ~vwas held orC
J(date unrecalled) and other Department employees who attended

I During
the meeting, the LANL espionage case was described as a special access program where
information was provided only on a "need to know basis."

(OUO)C _ _ inApril 1997. ThC
_jvith additional information about the LANL espionage case but, according to

1 I jhere was no mention of a suspect's name. From ther - _ not know in which
division te suspect workedLand had no knowledge as to whether the suspectad a history with the
FB. _ ,said thatLC 0 e same matter to

C _ ^ no
knowledge as to how much other information jhad about the LANL espionage case.

12 5__ _. does not recall attending this meetng However, an FBC
a schednl attendee. - -
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.m, l C..
(OUO) According tdr ~afteJC - )pril 1997,r 7
suggested to _ on this importantissue.- _took place, however, and mentioned it to [ -
sometime later. Eveually (exact date not recanled)jj spionagecase.

(OUO) 3that afterE

andC - also may have been
presemn. After the-C wanted to read all the information on the case.

. -J and that everything was to go through j_ Accorting toA_-e---- --- H- LANL
espionage case. L Jcoud only provide
briefings on the LANL espionage case, outside the Department building if

(OUO)
J(specific date unrecafled). The purpose of the briefing was toinsure that the Department of Justice was aware of a very serious espionage case. Also in

attendance were the.C '92and several other Department of Justice officials. During the meeting theL
- ated that those in attendance had to worlkiarder on this serious case. The&

Irecalled the^ Jco ncem this investigation. f1 1 *~
recalled th. .. - _ . Jin reference to supporting the
investigation. According toC _there was no discussion during the meeting with the[E _Jabout access and clearance issues at LANL.

(OUOC Z]stated thatE Jattend the_ with the FBI in
which Ja" ccess and clearance. [ 3ddded that if

_Jdiscussed at this meeting the eed by the Department to take action against thesuspect at LANL, no one from the Department who attended the meeting ever discussedc~
what the Department should do.

(ouo)C J vitheFBI at theDepartment ofEneryC _ he meeting attendees included

3may have also attended the meeting According to t --
sat in the back of the room and dd not sa ytigpped out of the
meeting a couple of times to handle other matters.

(OUOC -estimated that discussions b-C comprised ninetypercent of the conversation that took place at the meeting. aid te discussion was
generally about PDD 61, and the need to improve the Department's counterintelligence program.
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C ' Jsaid that the counterintelligence program at the Department was a problem,and that
the Department needed both the FBI and CIA to assist in implementing PDD 61. 5 _Jsaid
there may have been somediscussion about the LANL espionage matter, but c ' jnot recall.
More specifically,- Inot recall any discussion about the suspect's access to classified
information at LANL.

(OUO) 7' does not recall a meeting involving tha
purportedly occurred immediately following the

(OUO) Jstated that
_ tn significant involvement in

the LANL espionage matter after this time. ' not involved in the events that
occurred in 1998 and 1999, which culminated ir -

(OUO) '-7 'said that the procedures to remove someone's clearance are outlined in the
Code ofrederal Regulations, specifically 10 CFR 710, and that the ultimate authorityto remove a

clearance rests with the manager of the local Department Operations Office. i _tated that,
in. L - -Jthe procedures in place at the Department involving the security clearances are very
diffused and dysfunctional. 3Jexplained that several conmgpents of the Deprtnent have
varying areas of responsibility in determining Department policy._ . _
understanding of the process is as follows:

* (OUO) The Office of Security Affairs is responsible for writing and interpreting the security
policy;

* (OUO) The Office of Defense Programs implements the security policy;
* (OUO) The local Operations Office Manager has the authority and is responsible for removing a

security clearance, but normally works closely with the laboratory director, and,
* (OUO) The Office of Environment, Safety and Health is responsible for evaluating the

security policies in effect in the Department.

(OUO) With reg#a to _ Jconcerning access and clearance
matters involvingL_ ]

* (OUO) Afterther
a/n this espionage investigation The FBI was in charge of the investigation;

2t 3 was working with the FBI and wast
_was not involved, and was not briefed on what was happening.

(OUO)

* (OUO) The FBI did not want the suspect removed frorn n at LANL becausef 3
was removed, the FBI could not "catchL could not recall a specific FBI
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btin ted he
agent who said this, but felt that everything< indicated that the FBI wanted
the suspect in place so as "not to blow the investigation."

* (OUO)L !recall discussions at any time about limiting the suspect's access to
sensitive information at LANL.

* (OUO) Iffl_ told to take action against the suspect with respect to _Jaccess and
clearance, would have taken such action as directed.

* (OUO) IfC 7would have been reprimanded because
no one ever- I

* (OUO) K had no authority to remove, _jccess and
clearance.

* (OUO) During 1997 and 1998, the Department wasf
not recall any

discussions during the investigation about removing that suspect's access or clearance.

* (OUO) L 3never previously involved in access and clearance issues in an ongoing FBI
espionage investigation.

* (OUO) 3ppropriate action involving "is not aware of anything that (
could have done differently.

* (OUO) All of the information involving this investigation was closely held and information
was only shared with people who had a need to know.. , -
on this investigation, and did not easily share information with others above_

* (OUO)L tiihot recall lever mentioning the need to remove
clearance. "

(OUO) J _.did not know when the Office of Security Affairs was notified about the LANL
espionage matter_ , said that the Office of Securit Affairs was 'NN-50" and organizationally
aligned under NN.y _that during late-1998,L

jand to coordinate clearance suspension actions.

(OUO)r .
December 1996, nor January 1997, about the statusf

the LANL espionage investigation._ ' did not recall any conversations withL_
about the access and clearance issues.
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' U- J )
I.informed

the Office of Inspector General thatF
!visited LANL on'3 The visit primarily involved the KINDRED

SPIRIT case.

According toE -wanted to meet with FBI and LANL personnel who

were involved in the matter to facilitate getting the case moving towards completion. Additionally,

C ciihad indicated through - -

wanted to make changes in ther - _Appartlv __3 wanted to talk about the

changes since theywould have an impact on KINDRED SPIRIT, ani not want to make any
changes on without first coordinating with the FBI.

According to -ttended anCU

(OUO): -ecalled thatC
which would provide ' Jo anotherjob involving less

access to classified material. jwas concerned, however, that the mov _
wanted to coordinate with the FBI.[ explained that the

I also explained thatr
Jand that were less sensitive than the new codes.

(OUOTC -recalled that at the timeved he
-_elieved that the

initial decision to leave ~in place, withE -_]and clearance unchanged, had been made
by others in coordination with the FBI prior to~

did not know who made those decisions, or when they were made.

(OUO) AccordingtoC _i it was decided atthe
would be "more alerted"L not assigned to the _ and that this
project would be less sensitive than the prworking on recently.

oC would said the FBI agreed.

.-was still concerned about C - . so

,tmhe FBI about the status of their investigation said that as son
as theyjould, they would attempt to obtain electronic coverage under a Foreign Intelligence
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Surveillance Act court order fobr home and office. The FBI still had to conduct additional

investigative activity in order to get the necessary information for the Foreigjn teligence

Surveillance Act application. Since there were also concerns about ability to travel, it

was recommended that the FBIF - jo notify the FBI Qj

impending travel and if any questionable events occurred. The attendees also discussed

application to

Fr _that after theL L . - 1at LANL,
senior epaLment management should have known that (a) the FBI wanted the Department to

keepi_ in place, (b) attempts were Leing made to limit access to the

..-.--- -- were not as sensitivyas other projects on whichL - could

have worked; (d) the FBI was attempting to monitorL - w ith assistance from LANL

management; (e) the FBI said they would run a swift case; and (f) the FBI had no information on

which the Department could base suspension or revocation action.

LC -- jstated that afterL -
_ a memorandum outlining the results of the visit. Both [ _thought

the FBI Investigation was going to start showing results. However, oyer the next several months, it

appeared as if nothing was happening. ccording to( sometime during the

Sommer of 1997, theFBI learned that - and while there placed a

charge of $500 on0 _3 The FBI suggested that the money could have been used for a
plane ticket to the _ .__but no one knew for sure. Neither .
heard anything else about the case from the FI for some time following this event. _' was

maintaining contact within FBI Headquarters, which reportedly stated it was close to a wire tap.

believes this never came to fruition.

K _
_ldid not know at the time, but heard recently, that the FBI had

sent a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act request to the Department of Justice on twPDccasions,

but that the requests were not approved. Accoring tc iformation provided to him by.
ontacts continued reassuring[_ ithe FBI was close to obtaining electronic

coverage of j

C Srecalled having J pertained to

the KINDRED SPIRITivestigation. Thfirst two meetings occurred in
'on the LANL espionage matter and the KINDRED SPIRIT investigation.

Regarding access and clearance issues _ !recalls that

on those occasions that the suspect was still in place, but thatC -access had been reduced through

job assignment to the' - s.aid the next two meetings occurred

sometime later in 1997. At these meetings, -ion several

issues, including KINDRED SPIRIT. C said these meefngs included discussion

about the apparent lack of action or progress on the FBI investigation. _jnot recall whether

or not access or clearance issues were discussed during these meetings.
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I~stated tha( ~ 'present during the Department's _L
.:with[ *nd others. As a result__ .

has no first hand knowledge ofwhat . regarding KINDRED SPIRIT.
recalled that followi m ing each meeting

(OUO) Regarding the _ _ attended the meetings

Jprovided expanded
information during recent Congressional testimony.-C -- F-f_

-testified that, during

3ould not recall hearing this information fromL 7at
the timer- .

<t ^hatif}L tthat time
-T]to see either L

_said such direction did not occur.

(OUO) With respect to theF[
3did not attend. [_

7were nresent. I

jearned during April 1999
that- "itestified before a Congressional hearing thaf ad told Department

officasto ree[ Jdoes not recallf
nformation. ["

2to contact Security Affairs. F tdid notQ J
such instructions. - jwoul have written a
memorandumL - - had on other matters in the past.

UO) - - "-. --- - Jfo
:~UO) C __toes not know whyC jfrom what

and the statementsL jmade to Congress.-
opinion that if -

should have shared that information with
'at the time.
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(OUO) When interviewed by the Office of Inspector General
-- stated that in early 1997,j_

7 According to

^_to determine the progress of the FBI investigation.

(OUO)L ' traveled to LANL and attendee a[
-- with the FBI and others..r 3 a memorandum

_eesing inc said that others present at the
Meeting includedc

ama tmat m addition to finding out the
status of the FBI investigation- _:were concerned about

access to classified information. According to Jthe attendees understood that
there was no evidence thatC _had committed any cnme, and-la( jclearances could
not be pulled for suspicion of wrongdoing. _ Pxplained that domg so would violate a
person's rights, and that it could also "blow the case" the FBI was conducting.

(OUO) According to[ _ the discussions at the meeting centered around what actions
could be taken. .. .. a potential solution to the
access issue.

_the FBI concurred with limitingi

i- Jalso said the attendees agreed that the FBI should consider other additional
steps. Use of human source coverage to monitorC to ensure. _1id not receive new
work assignments, or request access to pther senstive inirmation, was discussed. The FBI
decided toL to limiti_ .work assignments and to monitor

4 laccess to other areas. The FBI stated it wouldalso consider gathering the information
necessary to initiate technical surveillance ofE Cat home and work under the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act. The participants also discussed several other possible actions
regarding how the FBI investigation could be pursued. At the end of the meetingC

_jaid the FBI would begin to aggressively pursue the investigation.
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(OUO) E _ . o wait for
"something to happen" on the FBI investigation.

With respect to changes infC
_would be moving offices or have[

-had no knowiedge that such action was being considered, that it had occurred,
or that' - -1 ionued to have access to a separate _

Jieard that the separateE
__ _ -.._-------- Jofthe-

weapons.

(OUO) Regarding anphysical security changes to the separateE
had no knowledge that any changes were being contemplated or whether or

not they had been made.

(OUO)_ continued to monitor the FBI investigation after theL
at LANL. C -_ - - - -

3 that the FBI was working oL _
However, over the next several months, it ppeared that the FBI investigation was not moving
forward as fast as _ 'it should. L (learned that the FBI had not filled the vacancy in the
Santa Fe office after-_c

- - - -hat this could have
contributed to a delay in the FBI investigation since travel to LANL from Abuquerge took about
four hours. =~ --. should have been receiving calls from . _ ..ton

progress being made by the FBI, butU - commented thatOr^~~~~~~~ A ~-'routinely heard fromC_
n sl . _^that the FBI was doing something on the case, but it seemed to be

proceeding slowly. It was that the FBI continued to attemptto gather
information for Foreign Intelligence Surveilance Act surveillance coverage. L

_apprised of the status, or lack of progress, on the FBI
investigation.

(OUO)C -tated that approximately six to eight months after the 2
at LANL, r -jtold someone at the Department that 'L - -

.. could
not recall ecifically from whom, or when Jthbis information. 5 lt may have occurred
.sometime during. _ and the
Counterintelligence Office was moving towards its own separate organization. _ _ -J
heard it before the actual conduct o" I ' jdid not believe

-7 _ . , . .52
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(OUO) When queried by the Office of Inspector General a to what actions heard
about'._ -took no action_ . that it
was_ _-t the time, that _ -the last person to hear the information. i
from discussions with. . - -

(OUO) _ opinion that iff5
they should have informedl

said th'; as they - '
_- --.- _Added that the Office of Energy Intelligence anidthe Office of

Counterintelligence had no authorty to make clearance determinations. L that they could
advise Department management of facts and circumstances so that appropriate action, if warranted,
could be taken.

(OUO) & 3stated it wasF

reiterated that
-nd therefore, was not responsible for notifying

C __of clearance concerns, or to take any other action
except to notify:__ jmanagement of clearance concerns.

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General reviewed anC
egarding a synopsis of the AprilI _ at

LANL. According to the memorandum nformed those present thatC _ lanning to
realign personnel and work assignment~ JIn preparation for the realignment

According to the memorandum determined that.

J2
According toL[ (based on the information pwided by

r B.. ded that it
would be illogical not to assign ._ because (a'i

and (b) it would arouse_ It was decided tbat at a minimum, the FBI would

tZ ,t~.oi provide source coverage of- 'access to, and work
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accomplished on,,, Further, the FBI would initiate action to have
("'_ duty an' home telephone activities monitored.

According to the memorandum, it was also suggested that FBI Headquarters could attempt
to obtain authority from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court to place technical
surveillance coverage on_ lJwork place and residence.,

The Office of Inspector General also reviewed an undated memorandum fromC
-jX in summary, _Jwith FBI officials on C -

jAccording tot- Jthe FBI requested that
i _ .]. The FBI suggested thatL

__vhich would be temporarily more important than beginning work on
C] According toC

__T

(OUO) _ 3the Office of Inspector General thaC

C Ci Jstated that wheC-
access to sensitive information withi - _ that when the

investigation began, the FBI had clearly informed LANL about the standard FBI policy concerning
Victim agencies" in espionage investigations. The FBI policy conveyed to LANL, according to

C7 3was that the "victim agency" had to assess the risk to national security and decide if they
could tolerate leaving the suspect in plae while the FBI conducted a non-alert investigation. C.

- Jin.is case, LANL agreed to leave the suspect in place and
that LANLwas going to control _ccesstlroughjob assignmentsand .

in monitoringl [ctMties. ' idded that it was decided that
FBI agents would maintain a low profile at LANL during the investgtion so as not to draw
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attention to the investigation. i

.(OUO)iQ jeiterated that when - . in the investigation in
'i .._ all the decisions had already been made concerning_ ,continued access to

sensitive information at LANL while the FBJ conducted. the investigation. The decision had been
made to keepQ - but limit LJccess by having _

(OUO) According to -
'ctobe_ X.~~ FBI investigation was very slow during the April 1997 to

October 1997 time frame. L I 'in an attempt to
understand the status of the investigation, and to try and get the FBI moving. This:

at LANL. The reason for the inquiry
was based upon LANL's preparations to begin work on a new project. This project involved the

CZj"~~ . . 'wanted to get an understanding of
what should be done withl jvere of the opinion thaft
inetgto. J -s wae to tbe vhich would have a minimal impact on the FBI's
investigation Jiso wanted to be able toiT -
As a result of this meeting theL " -

C r~~ _ attendaeIjwas a m g to talk about the case and
discuss what to do about: In attendance at the meeting were; .

]request. During theE

2 It was discussed that it would definitely alert
le- - The attendees of the meeting all agreed that it was best to

leave-
- It was decided thatC

K[ 3~~. Jw(ork and access to information without alerting

: I- _ha: t _ the first time_ Jaware of any discussions by the FBI about
curtailing or imitingC at
this meeting that it wanted to control and directf -access with LANL's assistance. The
FBI also committed to providing additional resources to the investigation to get it moving. The
FBI stated that it approved of[ jbeing briefed into the6 issue. The FBI reiterated that it
did not want any changes made toCF
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recollection, theFBIneverold hat todo th 1The FBITr - jrecollectior, the FBInevert1bu t do flat do
always implEd that LANL, should do what it should to be comotable Ii but do not do
anything that would alert jabout the investigation. As a resultL jfons of work
never changed.

(OUO)[7 -of 
the results of the meeting

of whicL_ jpproved. The next da or so afterthCe
.assigments were not changed after the

EC -until December 1398.

(OUO) Approximately two months prior to C wit the Office of Inspector General,
hat there was an m-person conversation between

n the Fall of 1997. During the conversation,

that the FBI would not stand in the way ofLANL taking action againste jsince he FBI case
was not going anvwhere. - - - - would
impact the FBI'scase. l Jwould hurt
the FBI case. Jbelieves that: _ - )imply forgot to tell Jabout the
conversation. { I was unaware of any change in position by the FBI prior to\,

:S-UO) D-o- Jznformed the Office of Inspector General that shortly after

was briefed on ther -

_was not briefed on the specifics of the investigation. C
Qwas being left in place. )stated that

.. hat the Department and LANL had been briefed and concurred with the
decision. X did not ask, nor was - as to the details (e.g., who had been briefed,
where, when, how, etc.).

(OUO)C was informed by_

2did not have any specifics relating to the date, time, or
place of either conversation or meeting.

GL 3(u)
- informed the Office of Inspector General tha( first became aware

of the KINDRED SPIRIT matter, and theF 'in general, in 1996. L -that on
- Also present from the
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I.said this was the first time' -been briefed on the case by

(OUO) According to:_ pertained to initiatives designed to
accomplish more significant structural changes within the Department's counterintelli&ence
program. During the course of the meeting, FBI officials raised the issue of, Jaccess. At
the time, the Department of Jusice had not approved Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
coverage of - _ "were concerned as :
"what to do next."- 3were concerned as to what should be the next logical investigative
step.

(OUO) [ 3was to communicate to 5

;_said there were no objections; no dispute.

(OUO)J. -was to
discuss counterintelligence operations at the Department. One topic included

.C ] providebdjthe Office of Inspector General to which
C7 3during the meeting. [L _ in partn,

Jsaid there was no argument or dispute
during the meeting with respect to whatC _j

(OUO)i r -informed the Office of Inspector General that by at least early 1997,

~~that jC-~ held discussions regarding jaccess. It was also at this time
that i

cxplained that this was due to the fact that
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_jcontinued to have full access to FBI

personnel.

- recalled that in 1997, the FBI wanted to start digging deeper intcr
_'. as also

discussed involving-- home and work computer. recalls that
looked around and ound a croset containingcomputer harwre that would have fEilitated a
wiretap at LANL. on this plan ofaction, requested thatl
before ayhing occurred atLANL so thati-

(OUO)£ explained that during this perio _ u.
-Appeal the issue. It

wasL that the FBI andL - jwere in dose contact.

(OUO) Jwas aware of an 2
did not attend this meeting but was briefed on it. It wash that discussed during this
meeting were the intricacies involvings Jlssignment and access. 3 consensus
was reached by all in attendance to leave, with conined access, but to work
to modifyig 'JIt was aloŽdecided to ]

_Jwhich was done.

(OUO) . 3]was unaware that a Department memorandum was prepared highlighting the
topics discussed during the meeting. __ p"ressedC -that no one at LANL
reeived a copy of the memorandum contemporaneous with en it was prepared.
._has since reviewed the memorandum. [ said that accor ing to the memorandum:

(I)5auhteantelligence and FBI officiais made the decision to keeL_
(2)1 ,-.as only suspected of security concerns; (3) there was no indication that all evidence
pointed to _I and L4) givcnthe FBI inh uctiho the University of California tried to come up
with someiing to limit access, F ievs that .

mane it clear thaf- nd thai ,
access to its hallways and personnel conducing discussions.

(OUO) Q was unaware of any meetings or discussions in which the FBI articulated a
change in the FBIlposition with respect toU Jaccess adclearance .L -maware of an
!_ _ Jnd DepartmunenpronteL 2
was also unaware of an jwith the loci FBI and[ 2 inwhicha
change in the FBI's position was discussed.

(OUO)L said that, more recently, Jnet with local FBI
officials ins.. was aware that the FBI may have discussed withQ

.. ;ight do withL _gelieves the FBI was not
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exactly clear on its position involvingF lassignmems or access. - lsaid that since
17- _idid not believe that thei& j access. and
due to L

may not have thought to · on this meeting, and'f may not have
been accessible to r
(OUO) L said that uponC, Jhad already

L- -, ^. Prior to -

_ needed to gea briefing from counterintelligence officials in a serious
-- security issue involvings---- _ ..--

(OUO) X S had general discussions with _
_ ,regarding the broader issue off jinteracted with

anyone from the Albuquerque Olerations Office, nor woulf_ considered it, sincer
unaware of anyone there being

C j(U)
.(OUO)C . 3_ informed the Office of
Inspector General that _-became aware of possible" - I at LANL on or about

L.- atn _ in tihe Department's Forrestal Buildina.
Jattendees including: r

(OUO) J could not recallE " name being discussed at the briefing,
although the nameC_ 3was mentioned. _ _that discussion took place relative to
"an individual"under surveillance that may have referred to r -was
not sure. - Cot recall any issues discussed at the meeting regarding _ _Jaccess
or clearance. _ _Jtated that to the best off ' no discussion occurred
regarding thel_ -

(OUO)U lxplained that the meeting's discussion concerned suspicions with respect to
"an individual" and the subject was being closely monitored by the FBI. Q lhad
the impression the FBI was in charge of the investigation and Department and LANL personnel
were coordinating with the FBI. ) 31ot recall any discussion relative to the FBI directing the
Department with respect to what actions to take or not to take. C was
concerned about "everything- -3-t the meeting, but did not recall specific concerns about the
assignment of a Department employee, and potential harm the suspect may cause, being discussed.

(OUO) J:did not recall any discussion relative to the suspect's potential access to
classified or secret information, or how the Department, FBI or LANL were handling the situation.

1 3The name
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%_ -clarified that the briefing primarily related tojr
3 A slide presentation

was given which covered historical methodology and data relating to 8 espionage activities.
- _Jdid not make any recommendations about any investion.L

immediately took action following the meeting to see that Dwould be briefed on the next
business day.

(OUQw C L was briefed on or about the following Monday. Participants
were L . The briefing was

... basically the same as the- __ wi -- he primary
topic of discussion.d - _~ did not recall _ame being stated. In addition,
~ _did not recall any issues specific to the individual "under surveillance," orL or
clearance, being discussed. JL jcould not recall any discussion relative to the individual's
access.

(QUO) _ , 3 tated that, at the conclusion of the briefing, the Secretary directed that
"r jImake arrangements to brief senior government officials "outside the DOE."

1- -/s'stated that briefings were subsequently arranged with ,.

jdid not intend to
delegate total responsibility for the issue tLc J knowing the aforementioned senior
Department officials were involved in the matter.

(OUO) stated thaC
- in this proximate time period. C

Dpresentations were much the same as the first briefingl L
attended, with a focus on jcommented that followinLg

_ id indicated the issue should be immediately reviewed by the CA.
C - did not recall any other actions requested from the agency briefings.

(OUO)~ Jstated thatCjid not attend the briefing with[ . was
made aware that _ -)rovided a briefing sometime between July and
October 1997. r had the understanding that L

iwere present for that briefing.

(OUO) __ ncould not recallC name being mentioned during any of the briefings
_npor were or clearance activities discussed. L. _ stated thatL

not recall any discussions within the Department at that time regarding necessary action to curtai,
suspend, or change anyone's access or clearance.
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(OUO) , - -a subsequent meeting coordinated by
the FBI inl described attendance as "large," recalling that attendees
included .
specifically stated thatC jnot aware of certain _ referenced, or
commented upon at the meeting. t -did not recall comments by _._
relative to the status of any individl investigation, or of any espionae cases at LANL, or in
regard to. _did not know how' 3or the meeting, but
estimated approximately n

(OUO) According to! _the focus of the meeting centered around "working
cooperatively to develop appropriate counterintelligence response and capability, suitable to address
concerns and issues raised byL_ jwith regard tor jobjectives and methodology."
Er e -.-did not recall any "post" meeting comments or discussions involving the Department
representatives.

(OUO) C/ X informed the Office of Inspector General that
U had the lead responsibility and authority to make

decisions regardingf- employment and access status. _' stated that line
management has to remove a person for cause, or have reasons for removal.

(OUO) In late March 1997, probablyr- uattended a
meeting with ;_ j They provided_ 'with an in-depth bref on the
investigation. L uvas never made aware of any evidence against Lassumed
there was compelling evidence, but not compelling enough to do anything specific. K remembers
"being very surprised" that:(

(OUO)C 3aid that whenC _ matter, they
stressed two items: (1) do not talk to anybody about this, and (2) keep F in place.
I Junderstood that the reason for leaving, ' in place was that could
possibly do something to reveal!

_ _about this matter. '_ never talked directly with
3 J'_bout the investigation. F -- _ may have
made side comments about the investigation when they met in the hall. - iprimary
concern was how to protect information. ' 'said thatf lit would be difficult to
protect information from '

-- /

wa to moit rJbout using the palm reader as a
way to monitor or prevent

--61-- -
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development information. If the decision was to prevenC- then a class of individuals, '
including

never heard back from either i- oon the
palm reader idea.P. Ithere were no changes made to the vault access during

(OUO stated that as part of _ or any unusualactivityl..
would immediately callf 3when an issuecame up t{at- elieved was out of the ordinary.

r ecalled two things tat "clicked" One was a request madetoL
_ _ This request seemed unusual to

Tbecause this was outside the normal scope ofT.
" of the request, obtained ails on the conference, and deterined

-i62
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that! Tdid not have a need to attend the conference. -

2 The other incident involved!_

(OUO)C Said there was never an instance where 'informed that had

access to information to whichC _Jot supposed to have access. It was mpression

at the E _the FBI was very close to having the information they neede.

However, as timewent on and nothing happened----- 3the threat was more reduced.
_j but felt the urgency was lessened.

-5~rbelieved~~~~ CJ~was briefed about the_

' beJieved thadr__
5 worked on any projects other than{

and to keepL from working on - 7

According to C

_iever had any 'nt" that was an

option. { Jwas never informed by the FBI or others to remover

[ J(U)
(OUO) J> Dnformed the Office of Inspector General that in the spring

of 1997, the FBI learned that Jad requested permission to have al_

Jvas concerned if any part of the [ . lwere unclassified, and requested a

meeting with LANL and the Department.\ p one from FBI Headquarters attended this

meeting held on[ 3thought the following individuals who

attended this meeting includedl j

(OUO) stated that the FBI attempted to get a Foreign Intelligence Surveillace Act

warrant three o sons. The first attempt was deniedin August 1997, the same day_

met with Department officials. After this denial, f- pproached the

_C T hl-and asked for a reconsideration of theimtial denial. The initildenial was upheld.

A third request for a Foreiun Intelligence Surveillance Act warrant was made in December 1998

after the results. jere known. Again the request was denied.

(OUO) 'attended anl 7 at the FBI that dealt with the
counterintelligence reforms under discussion at the Department. - jecalled the
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following individuals also attended this meeting_ o-
Jand possiblyC

-'stated that! - _previous heard of t h e

espionage problems facig the Departent, and-. - made the
presentation during the L. meeting.

(OUO) According toC jat some int during the meeting, .
concern about doing anything with respect tot Jaccess to sensiive information because of
the FBI investigation. - Jresponded that the Department

-, should----
so stated that the Department to come with a

plan on what the Department wanted to do regarding the counterinteligence problem. Q
did not recajll a response by

(OUO) o -ha after the neeting involving
jthouht it wasr - eceive word fom the Department that

there would be a change in the Department's position conceningL - 3access to sensitive
.information. - said a change in the Department's position wouldhave required a change in the

investigative strategy, and likely would have required a confrontational interview otl J
However, the Department never indicated that they now wantedL ccess so the

FBI investigation continued, and the status quo remained.

(OUO)C jstated that the FBI's mmsition concanm was estashed during the

r-"' - .... d .this positionid not change untilL_ _ a
Ir administred poygraph decision*fl admini ered polygraph its - The position of the FiBI was that any decision

concerning access ana clearance wereor LAN the responsibility of the Department or

"ictim agency." C ' - did not feel that any of the events that transpired between July 1996

and February 1999 constitutea change in the FBI's position.

(OUO) C 'also stated that the FBI's positi con cerning their preference thatr
remain in place did not change. 7at the onset of the invesgatio, the FBIre.ai. in plce did not gane. __
informed LANL that ifLANL could live with the status quo, namelkeeping nP place, the

FBI could pursue the espionage investigation as outlined during the. atLAN
withi J However, if LANL at any point could not continue to alowL Jcontinued

accessLANL should immediately communicate that information to the FBI so-appropriate action
could be taken.

(OUO) In jany feeling by agents in the FBI's that the

FBI's position changed after. -c was inaccurate and was
perhaps a misunderstanding or a corruption of the message."
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(OUO) e _ stated that during the course of the 7 had periodic
meetings and briefings with Department officials, namely!
In addition, r; with various FBI officiais
about the investigation. C jtated that during these meeings with Department officials.
there was no discussion aboutC access and clearance.: _ _aid that the
Department officials never indicated tot ' Jhat there was concern about continuing to
allow r~ _access to sensitive information.

-C X(U)

(OUO)_ . informed the Office of Inspector General that sometimein-
that there was some kind of

security issue involving _ At the time,
.3provided no details or

explanations. ~ 3was very concerned about this matter. L
jto handle the situation since - had the specific details.

UT _-w

JUO) a _ . informed the Office of Inspector General that prior to the
_ ]. meeting at LANL, the FBI was accumulating information for probable cause for the
application to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court requesting a Title m wiretap on
)7 -] Prior to this timeC and there had been no changes
ir .access or clearance.

(OUO) C _ Jattended the meeting on . Also present during the
meeting were

because the
Department was concerned about the progress of the FBI's investigation of

_ for the meeting.

(OUO) According to _ the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the status of the FBI's
investigation of_ jor possible espionage. C 3told the FBI that:' - had
submittedE

if
there was enough information to obtain technical coverage of -

Iithat there was not enough information to request such coverage. It was decided by
consensus thatf - would be kept in place in the,

(OUO) C . it was decided by the group
that with the monitoring of T_ activities within
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OUO) The Office of Inspector General reviewed an internal FBI memorandum, dated

Th: ce ofrfollowing theEC _ T h e

memorandum summarizes the meeting. According toa

.2wrote that it was agreed that:

(OUO) I ,jwould not be restricted as far asLjormal duties at the lab
. .... . .....- --.----. ere concerned;.

* (OUO);
* (OUO) b ;ctivities; and
* (OUO) _

(OUO)C - jinformed the Office of Inspector General that on .
toke with. Also present during the meeting were

_ __-joo classified information and computers. C
indicated that:_ Jaway nm theg 3

(OUO) OnC_ During the
meeting, [; them oC 3 access to classified information frorm

(OUO) OnC A .
discuss the status oC Jctivities. CL

,_Jot in a position to do any more damage. [C jndicated that

2 -

(OUO)-
wherein a decision was made to have: or the purpose of

changing:

C %that onE

j.had met with officials from Department of Energy Headquarters
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to discuss security issues at the Department's laboratories. In particular. the Department officials
briefed. _ on counterintelligence problems and internal security problems at the
Department's laboratories. During the meeting, the Department officials mentioned that they had
not taken any action regarding security at the laboratories due to the:

_-when making any decisions about L j access or
clearance.
meeting with the Department, the FBI's position regardingr 1 clearance had changed. The~
FBI's policy now was that they would support the removalofr or the
removal ofljclearance. ' recalled thatr
aboct this issue.

(OU0.L< -,summarized this conversation and a subsequent conversationr'
~~~~wiML~~thi_ ~- The internal FBI document is dated

L P _z'J The Office of Inspector General reviewed this document. According to the
document,%;

-in part, that:
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(OUO)C _ jinformed the Office of Inspector General that as a result of the FBI's
change in olicy, it clearly moved the responsiility to the Department regarding what to do about

: Jclearance or access. oes not know why-
clearance or access. '-Jof the FBI's change in policy regarding

> 3 clearance or access.

(OUO) _ Jhe Office of Inspector General that onC
&' 7 ^ During the meetin,_ ' _ nformed

L -JD f the FBI's change of position regardingj clearance.l r
that the FBI would support the removal o3t )or the removal

of ilearance. rt - hat the FBI would support whatever
deisin was made with regard to[ Jemployment and clearance. According to t

_ kept them
involved with the, j

(OUO) The Office of In ector General reviewed an internal FBI document datedr: -jandj which summarizesjr f The document states, in part:

K j68
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L
(OUO) When interviewed by the Office of Inspector Gene'al

rh~c ' 'after this meeting through' ~ It was
I() Depat t- ' -nderstan g after the ' _the

Department was not going to do anything regarding _] iearance status.

(OUO) Several months prior to the Office of Inspector General interview,: _ had
a conversation with - told
C that it was - decision to leaveC inplace and

(OUO) To the best of-
(]access and clearance status did not change. According to(

'Jwas kept in place in ther

ivas questioned bythe Office of
Inspector General about whether or not_ -be kept in place,

- Jwould not
answer whether or not it was a requirement thatC jbe kept in place, on advice from
<-": _ ..this was a question for
tANL. L_ jthe FBI was a fact finding agency only.

-· - - informed the Office of Inspector
General that on . . and infored
hfatC'-had to be briefed on an importan matter. C 'ubsequently arranged for abriefing on

hat which timet Iv informed of the KINDRED SPIRIT case. According to
C- J the briefing in the presence ofL

_ jwas also present.

present during the Office of Inspector General's interiew withr
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(OUO) During the _J that a LANL employee was under'
investigation by the FBI for possible espionage. ot recall whether or noC 2
informed of the individual's name during the briefing.E 3 ot provided any specific
information about the individual's duties or responsibilities during the briefing.

(OUO)Cl 2ecalled that [ _have been told during the Jthat the
individual suspect had noLC had access to
sensitive information.C_ Jbeiievedr- 'also told that the individual had been C

.recalled that :_ nay have been informed that theiDdividual's
C. -- Chad '' been limited. C "said itLunderstanding at the time that the FBI was stil trying to build a case against the suspect and that
the FBI did not want to arouseE 3

(OUOC .did not recall[C lthis information. C 2 however,
that, - -. ' were theonly ' 'jwith
information regarding the caseC.L so said it was possible thatw _this
information.

(OUO) C Jsaid that after thC needed to be
briefed on a very important matter. ( Jad to beput
on[ OrF°K Jto consider. o

5C 'on the
KINDRED SPIRIT case on - During the course ofShe briefing, those in attendance
discussed the options developed byv . According to - 'These options ranged
from those which were the least intrusive to those which were the "most draconian" Some of the
options discussed included (I) briefing senior level people outside the Department on the case;
(2) developing a more effective counterintelligence program at the labs; (3) imposing more
requirements on foreign visitors; (4) requiring polygraphs for those with Special Access Program

Access; ane (5) developing a collaborative relationship with the I on counterintelligence issues.
__ explained that the option s Jnd subsequently discussed at the
DE 2did not focus on a particular individual. According toc. the

Department was-working collaboratively with the FBI on the KINDRED SPIRIT case and it was a
law enforcement matter.

(OUO) r Jadvised that at the conclusion ofthetC J
senior officials ouTside the Department be briefed on the matter to obtain their advice and counsel
on how to proceed, including

_3 aid
there were no objections from the rest of the attendees.
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lo 7Cc)
* _ Sin attendance whenL

ithant a~- did not focus specifically on the
iC - -3ons targeting ofte laboratories, of which the
KINDRED SPIRIT investigation was a part.

(OUO) C Jecalled that during the course of -
_the FBI had been unsuccessful in getting Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act coverage

on the individual suspect and that the suspect no longer had to be treated on a non-alen status.
According toJ- ]the Department did not have to keep the
suspect in plce. ..._ he Department should remove tLe
suspect. -what, if anything, the Department should or should
not do.

(OUO)L 3 stated that'-
l, Itwas[ frustration that the FBI

did not get Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act coverage. C did not leave the
meeting thinking the Department needed to do something about the specific case. According to

L w-vith any new information,
believed that action had already been taken to limit the suspect's access.

(OUO)C after the
meeting. According toL - ']recently testified that[

_to the Office of
Inspector General that this conversation occurred. L 'not been told by
rcI -to contact

(OUO)C~ _7could not recall briefing anyone about '
2 however, c J3

not believer _

(OUO) - -never discussedr icomments withC
Ilassumed at the time thatLC the appropriate officials at LANL and

at the Department's Albuquerque Operations Office.

(OUO)3- j --- in a mneeting with -
jdoes not recall discussing any specific espionage matter at this meeting. L Jsaid

the meeting focused on getting the Department to develop a counterintelligence program.

(OUO)'_t_ . italking points. .Idoes not recall,
however, i._ ithe talking points verbatim or paraphrased.: _. said
_ nio recollection of a follow-up meeting involving Department officials after the
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According toC 3was more than jusc -

3for information regarding
the case. :C

vwith concerns
regarding the suspect's access or clearance, [

C _was responsible for[
-at the Department. AlthoughC _aware of FBI activity on the

case,._ snot recall any discussions or conversations pertaining to the suspect's access or
clearance.

Uinformed the Office of Inspector General that _]jbecane aware of thC in a
meeting held at LANL at the end off.

*_ JDuring thisL - 3told by the FBI
that o t was suspected of transferring weapons data to theC ' The
FBI also told !

(OUO)-. 'was told by the FBI not to tell anone about tbe_ -)to work with the FBI
on considering ways to limit[" access, tot report any suspicious activity
Dif QL- , -'- _n and to call the FBI if necessary.

C is of the opinion that the FBI or Department personnel drove the decisions, and that LANL
was there to provide technical advisement to the decision makers. According toV. jthe
consensus was that : Jshould be left in place.

(OUO)C ]that - -
- could not recall, regarding the[ 3aifer theL l]the meetings occurred approximately every three or four weeks. _

]may have been present at some of these meetings.

(OUO) According toE Jthe FBI wanted to know what '3Specifically,
the FBI was interested in personal information pertaining to tIhe types of proj.ets

land what types of information: -lad access to in i.e early 1980's.
- that the FBI was trying to become ma familiar with the: land

that the FBI seemed concerned with'C ontinued access to classitied information.
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(OUO. C _ Lparticipated in discussions with the FBI about:
jin the context of the FBI's investigation . jwhat could

be done to limits .access without raising". suspicion, including advice on changing

°u°onveyed theC n o the FBI.L_ xplat ned that'fie policy applies to According to thepolicy
staff members can talk to each other about classified information without administrative approvalsor provisions. L _7it is understood that staff members would only ask for information that they
need to know in order to do their jobs. |, these interactions occur caily, but would usually
occur with oniy a narrow set of people. eI_ an explanation would typically be offered by a staff
member, if he/she were requesting information from somebody with whom he/she did not normally
interact.

Accordin& toC 7 was working onle
3 Duringt 3eetings with the

BI fromn the endt_' In the fall of 1997,

J At the meeting, the decision was made to haveIC

.Jut which by itself would be nonsensitive in nature.

(ouo) C
i did not have a lot of daily interaction with:-

was self-motivated;V i]get an assignment and go do it. e _idid not seek
out contact for unspecified or unnecessary information, and l iwent directly to the source
whern jnformation.

C_.ould not have known about the spontaneous contacts_ _ may have
had within
staff member asked contact with a weapons designer using the

During Hving access,
or tryi to have access to, information outside the scope of: [ According toL

jdid nothing really suspicious while<' -

said that standard operating procedures used by the vault custodians would have
prevented i access to the vast majority of information in the vault since r. - vould
have had no legitimate need for the information. However, as al_

3dded that the vault custodians do not recall_ jaccessing the vault orasking for information beyond the scope off iKwas not aware of log procedures
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that may be used by the vault custodians to document who uses the vault and what documents are
reviewed.

c.. 'informed the Office of Inspector General thatr
of This was thea

knew of this matter. at
this briefing.

According toC Jthe KINDRED SPIRIT case was Dart of an overall briefing
rearding persons under investigato i -

.- ;P ---o exampie Le O :.ftese
counmes rniglt engage individuals in informal conversations, develop friendships, and count on an
individual's ethnicity to be loyal to their respective governments. E)id not indicate
during the briefing that there was a visible penetration of the laboratories.

(OUO) According toE Jduring the C . Jthat the FBI had
people under surveillance. does not recall whether or notQ _ name was
specifically mentioned.

: C .j~,according to ] ~the FBI told the Department not to do anything
to tip off the susect of the KINDRED SPIRIT case, or others under investigation. J 3
accepted whatL_ _the FBI knew what it was doing. L

,got a very clear impression that the KINDRED SPIRI. case, in addition to the other
investigations, was very confidential and highly classified. C
that neither the Department, nor LANL, should take action against the suspect of the KINDRED
SPIRIT case because the individual was under investigation

-C id not provide a lot of detail as to what the suspect of the
KINDRED SPIRIT case was allegid to have done. ( not recall whether or not
specifics were discussed regarding the suspect's job, duties, or assignments.C

_-jthat the suspect was employed at LANL,
had access to sensitive information and was engaged inm questionable activity.

- - (QUO)~, -~3~subs~et-eat-acosed'clfied U.S .S-iiaf&t-CCairte heanng
in 1999 that the FBI hadE under surveillance for years. C

(OUO)C - decidea that the
suspect would be left in place. In addition,C -
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C and others. It was also decided that r
mwould also be responsible.

(OUO) ' _7at the time that senior officials outside the Department
had recvedC 3 was not aware of any comments

may have made with respect to theLANL suspect's access and clearance. L__
recall ifL .comments for the
first time from~L L -:about it in the newspapers. L
recently told C - ' ',that the FBI investigation of

te had problems, and that the Department no longer lreedecrto keep, 4 in place because
oftheI. X

,at the time that the FBI was not able to do a wiretap and, therefore, could not proceed with
their investigation.

jecalled meeting with L
sometime in October 1997 to discuss the PDD 61.1 -said attendees include

-"'.and officials from the FBI and CIA.
2 does not recall KINDRED SPRT bang discussedat this meeting. More specifically,

: .referring to any talking points during the meeting.

-ecalled being told by eitherl . :sometime
after the inifial _Jhat the suspect of the KINDRED SPIRIT case had been moved
and no longer had access to sensitive information. ' _recalled being told words to the affect

'limits had been imposed in such a way to avoid suspicion
by the suspect. - - was being finessed; that7_
not suspect that hbeing moved; and that 7 no longer going to be a problem. _

had been handled; that the FBI's involvement had ended; and that
" was no longer under investigation.

(OUO)F ithat had- been told this,w_ would have had concerns about -

access'. L jthatc 1learned that 'was not removed and continued
access to sensitive information. r thtto be - --

or thatft-a tobe--
removked.!_ ]- -- hat -f ajccess or clearance should be
revoked, suspended, or limited.

(OUO): -irecentlylearned thatEC _vas still underinvestigation. -,that if
that was the case,- that the
Department should take any action it deems necessary.
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lbee 7CCJ
(OUO)Lj Ithe Depanment'sC 3]have the ability to limit a person's access or;
revoke or suspend a clearance. :

_ hould
have given _ ibelieved such action were necessary.

_ 'to fire
someone.

(OUO) C _ had no involvement with the[ 2
recently read about it in the newspaper.

(OUO) C ]with respect to
the LANL espionage matter. According toc . ]with LANL
and FBI officials. _ L thought
something more needed to be done.

(OUO) E _ beliefthat there was a break down in communication, albeit
unintentional. _.

was still in place so if this was a problem they should have done something." C

3did not get the right information that £ Jwas still a problem. C
Icould have then picked up the phone and tolC _

(J-aU)
t- ior ]informed the Office of Inspector General that onC:

consiered to be the first complete briefing on the KINDRED SPIRIT matter while serving as
I _ -hat on that date,L

aa briefing on alleged espionage at LANL. v 7 from that briefing
that a suspect had been identified, that the person was at LANL, and that the FBI was investigating.

LC -not think thats 'the suspect's identity, history, or past involvement with the
-- FBI ifthere-was-any. -- r-- ---- -

recalled a follow-up meeting with[-_

76 , at the tme
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let onC -) th
[. L recalled that on_ 3with several people on the

KINDRED SPfUT matter. The team of exprts wh were reviewing the issue were meeting to
discuss their findings. :recalled that Jthen that a specific suspect had been identified
and that the FI was mvesatiatingTr _ _..ecalled this because 'to them to
consider,]F "i .recall all who
were at the meeting, nor doe _Jhearing the suspect's lentity

(OUO)C .. .
the espionage at LANL matter. HoweverC ' not recall who was present and could not recall
any specifics of the information briefed.

(OUO)C J did not recall attending any other briefings about the espionage at LANL matter
afterthelS '

(OUO) C

- In addition to r the following
Department employees were also present: 3e

(because of the growing public
and press concern about the China matter. Both agencies were under a lot of pressure because of
how the - matter was handled. C - - Jdescribed the meeting as a coordination meeting
to determne where each agency stood on the key issues of the LANL espionage matter. During the
meeting, L

_Jwith Department officials. L
- basically the following:

* (OUO) At this stage of our investigation (1997) "we [FBI] have nothing prosecutable;"
* (OUO) The FBI would like to continue the investigation; and,
* (OUO) It is up to the Department if the Department feels they need to take action against

the suspect at LANL.

(OUO)L __ _._

ealed that af3er
(OUO)C . - Jealaed that after:

there were further discussions involving the FBI, LANL counterintelligence
officers andr jconcernig how to deal withC 'through job
assignments, including involving.

2 Ah of these actions
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involvingj _were to be done on a non-alert basisC learned
t ha tr . J was really never lim'ted. When aske hy
was never limited, .' ,

(OUO)C -_ that the FBI never changed its position during the investigation
concering_ -access to sensitive information. The FBI's position in espionage
investigations was constant, namely that the FBI would like to keep a suspect in place, but the
ultimate decision as to whether C

(OUO) . .
informed the Office of Inspector General thatL sometime in
January 1996 by

^7might
have compromised some classified information regarding C

C :could not recall if 'provided any other specifics during the call.

(OUO). . several local
officials about an upcoming visit by F jThis included

7Jtat tnere might
have been a compromise of classified information relating to L

(OUO) C7 Could not recall whether or noC ._at the time the
Department's Administrative Inquiry was underway and thatfC specifically, was a suspect.

<L 2i~ __ received a copy of the Department's inquiry report but did not review it
extensively since; ias to the findings.

' Ad f stated that on . .' t LANL regarding the
KINDRED SPIRIT investigation. Those in attendance included;

could not recall if _ was present at the
-----meeting --

(OUO) stated that what Fr _nost about the meeting was that LANL
wanted to inform '- - Iwas the subject
of an FBI investigation, and thatl

-recalled the discussion
thaf was going to be transferred because the current project[ _
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__ - ould not recall wherer ? was going to be transferred, or if
it was still in a classified area.

(OUO) ; said thatL, I access was discussed during the meeting in general
terms. ai those T attendance discussed what - 2 might be exposed to that could be
damaging. L I said FBI officials did not give any direction as to how LANL should
proceed. At no time during the meeting did 1 the FBI request thatC inot be
transferred, nor didL 3 anyone asking if a transfer would interfere with the FBI investigation.

(OUO) - xpressing concern that they did not
wantr itransferrei to a position which gave; access to new classified information.
According to _ to be kept in place
to limit further damage. The group agreed by consensus to leavefr in place and that more
damage would be done ifQ was moved.

(OUO) 3 did not have any further involvement concerning '_ clearance
status or access untilC

(OUO)E _ informed the Office of Inspector General that"ittended a meeting
at the FBI onE _ F Attendees included: -- - -

- - ... Jthat included several
ongoingepionage cases and security problems at the Department's laboratories. During the
briefing._ Athe Department needed to cut off the access of espionage
suspects to sensitive information. _i the Department needed to put
together a plan concerning how theDepartment would fix the security problems at the national
laboratories. C ~'the Department had not taken action against

-ibecause of the FBI investigation. C

the Department should not use the FBI investigation as a reason not to do anything
abouti i access. _ .. if
the Deartmefrffelt it had to take action against access to sensitive information at LL,
the Department should do so, and the FBI espionage investigation should not prevent that action
from being taken.

UO)j -_ 'provided the Office of Inspector General with a copy of an FBI

regarding the counterintelligence reform initiatives that were being developed at the Department.
The memorandum references a meeting "this week" involving"

w-as ready to move forward quickly
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Ib ( 7Cc)
on implementing needed changes. The memorandum concludes with a section entitled "Status of
DOE Immediate Steps to Prevent Further Compromises." This section reads as follows:

(OUO) F

(OUO) T' _- informed the Office ofInspector General that on
C-

that the Department was aware of whatL
Jabouti access to sensitive information at LANL.

7the Department was looking at ways to limit access without
hurting the FBI's investigation. * _did not indicate what options the Department was
considering concerning limitingE jaccess.

(OUO)C - :that after the meeting 3via telhone with:
.that the

Department's "equities" wsre at risk in this case, that the Department must decide what they want
to do concerning access, the FBI wil support the Department's decision, and the
Department shoulrnot use the FBI investigation as a reason not to do anything aboutC

r 2

/ \
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(OUO)E
O O On the same day,

u t ot determined by contacting LANL officials (identities
unknown)thatwas not working on anything new and that LANL was going tof
away from any newcodes or design work. O

jthere was no point in restricting On the
same day,

(OUO) C 'informed the Office of
Inspector General that because it appeared the FBI investigation was nodmovingf

jto LANL to meet with LANL counterimelligence personnel and
the FBI agents who w'ee working on the case. -' that a meeting was held on

that there were several people at the meeting bult_ ot recall all who
were present. L ithat at the meeting, it was decided by those present to_ . in place
inthe _ ' access would be reduced by having

rid - - - ' said that the
decision to do this was madeby

(.OUO)_ Jthat it was[- 'CromE that the FBI wanted
in itleft in place but had no objection to having ' access reduced if it could be artfully

done so as to not tiP joff to the investigationo
and were

something thai ]had worked on for several years in th ast. In return, the FBI agreed to
take a number of steps to try to aggressively pursue the case. -3hat the results of
' them R meeting were documented in a memoranduQC.

- - _

(OUO) ] that because of the information_ about LANL's
proposat change access to the vault, ~o t -access to sensitive information
had been restricted. were aware ofthese
proposed changes at t time. - hat by the time oftheL"' neeting at LANL
whez

_-. Lthat this was in additiontothe other actions taken during 1996. h3at it was not
until early this year (1999) thal that access changes to ther 'jwere never
made. I. __with LANL to ensure that the vault access changes
were implemented. C - access had been restricted in 1996
by the changes proposed for vault access. '- stated that - 'with LANL to
ensure that the proposed changes to' - - - "
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actually implemented. L ,assumed that LANL had implemented the changes as discussed
and approved by the FBI.

(UO) [ Jthat after " on the LANL espionage matter '
0, [ ' . _._A1the lack of progress on the FBI investigation. _ that

this occurred following!/ _ Chat the FBI had
not lived up to its L [to aggressively move forward on the case. {

_had somehow been reduced and that there was increased monitoring of

Ib. , I_ However, _ 3that
- ; '- 6 . Howeverlf-l- f t~ were not keeping

L ___ !
- apprised of the actions that the FBI and LANL were taking on the case.f-

-jthat during th~- - -
r to find out what was happening. i

(OUO) _ jthat at the time 7 -'was not aware that the FBI
had not obtained Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act coverage oC ]
learned only recently that the FBI's initial Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act coverage request
for electronic surveillance ofr .

IC f3that afteE Jon the LANL espionae matter
Ithe same briefing thatL

jadded that after hearing the briefing,
] From that time onL

er than tdC

(OUO) '7 attended an Jon
this case. Iwas also present. L -_.lso may
have been present. - Jthat during the meeting,

that the Department had to "reducejr access to sensitive classified matters." E

3n the FBI
investigation and that the Department should "take whatever action was appropriate."

ihere was "difficulty" in getting Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act coverage.

(OUO) When re-interviewed by the Office of Inspector General,C that after the
meeting, onr_ -

' had no authority to take such
action and that the matter should, therefore, be referred to the Office of Security Affairs. I
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- on these developments, and
that. _

OUO) 7 _ he Office of Security Affairs on the matter regarding
LQU __ccess and clearance. 2 ~that after theC~-'

2 did notl . ---- as
unaware ifL 23d briefed Security Affairs. F

j(Office of Safeguards and Security) on
counterintelligence-related matters. _ _-- - -- ----

I_ 32that whenC
.h w should be notified, .

" under previous instructions from

-3T
(OUO) Regarding any regulatory guidance to notify the Office of Security Affairs of any
administrative inquiry or other action taken bythe Office of Counterintelligence that might have an
impact on security mattersC_ was not awareof any Department order that
required that Security Affairs be notified. _jthat Security Affairs had to be
notified if formal suspension or clearance revocation action needed to be taken, but not simply if an
administrative inquiry was being initiated.

(OUO) E _ ]opinion that the Department C~ .
Jthe FBI could have been "more clear"

in their message to Department officials about what should be done. C

-_2
During an interview with the Office of Inspector GeneralL

jIIn October 1997J

Jon the need for counterintelligence reform at the Department.
C -jwas also going to be at the
meeting. :

-- ' 17to the meeting, which was to be held in
C but thatc ' .
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L_ ra Groom early to_
ApEroximatedy ten minutes into F.

jarrived. WhenC

Jand attended the briefing. L
. These personnel includedQ

3eL - 2 that the purpose of the meeting was foi
._for the counterintelligence reform that the Department needed to

accomplish.i_ .. ..- that during course of the meetng brohtup the --- _ =-KINDRED-SPIRIT-casc. ee'm q ----L

Jthat the Department should;
KNDRED SPIRIT c . 2 3that no one else made any comments about theKINDRED SPIRIT case.

(OTU O) Q_- _2that at the end of the meeting,&
jstayed in the copference room and continued talking afterL

offics we d. left the conference room and did not hear what the Departmentofficials were discussing.

-C ithat this was the last time thatC

__ on the matter.

C ithaC

-J Before being appoinmg,' ' Isometime during
October 1997 on KINDRED SPIRIT - ' bn the access and
clearance concerns relating to Jhat had been mentioned by 3-
didot take notes during the briefing and di either. After
the[

-with -l 2l] _ j.ad no firther contact

L Ž,ecalled that sometime duringC
jLANL on KINDRED SPIRIT. ,

] s going to be theL _Jshould visit LANL andL{was going to be the- _:
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include. comments'. madebEon the access and clearance issues, to
include comments made by --

C J3Jthat after,

.. on the security clearance issues. hen queried it
_.said that it was

5i__~~~~~~~ c_ _ __E~~~ould not recall
the date of the briefing but said that it occurred sometime during the Spring of 1998. _ _athat
after I Jbe responsible
for KINDRED SPIRIT and that involvement with it.

OUO) When queried as to whether Department officials briefed LANL personnel about

did not notify LANL or the Albuquerque Operations Office.L 7 added that after the

and that" Jnot telr 'recently heard thatL <
was toldr during October 1997.i 3
know at tEe time what action, if any7y - took as a result of hearing the information.

r
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7 2tb Oi I

he Office of Inspector Genral reviewed a recent undated document addressed to

? ,~ ' ~: ,;, -,'current Director of the Office of Intelligence. P: - wrote that during7 . Jthe Angust 1997 meeing with Director he made it clear that the Department needed to
..~Z remove this individual from access to sensitive classified information and that the FBI had no7ANV flurther.investiativeinterest inthis suspect. According to - sketched out

a road map and a scenario to pursue the removal of KINDRED SPIRIT from claified
information" in the car witC,' on the way back to the Departmet . said he
made clear to. Ilthat as the Director of Intefllinee ehad no authoityto remove this
individual frm access. Accorin to:_ _d did not question tat issue.

(OUO) The document firther indicates that when, ' and, )returned to the
DepartmenLined ' his media supervisor, " anu replayed the rad
m nd scenario. According to' -racknowledged this and told him that he

v1Mo8uld disacss this with .'and "get back to me." Dstated that despite

'Eo& CI
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repeated follow-up requests he heard nothin futhr from - or any ot
se-afficia

" ~-- -wrote, "At this point, (Asistant Secretary, Deinase
Progranz F =lUj'l. Director Ofafi l i'e anO jAfirs weue ifly aware of this case
and ail irts dmimgai~Twi ied, "However,w ,as -f has acknowledged in tecst testiony
Secretary ad embargoed the DRED SPT being moreover, in August 19970
direced Deputy for Countemtelligence to have no contact with

' ... f -& 7Safegards and Sicurity."

-- -t farther wrote, -'Bythe October 1997 meeting between and
DirectorsE ,to my knowledge no action had been taken to renove KINDRED
SPIR fiom classified access. Director repeated his.recmmendatio in the strongest ters
at the October meeting and made specific refrence to KINDRED SPIRTU access to md=Ir
weapons ,t.ger codes- Present atthat meetingwere Secretary

According to, doam.ten he reaminedi soft- earlier
ecommenidations but had no firther opportunity to diuss the issue with either or

after the October 1997 meeting. smed that after that daie,
arrimved to assume the position of'Director, Office of Nonproliferation and

. l7rnal Security. Aording to he briefed on the KINDRED
spI T.issue, and about on-oing r efm cn lsometime, in late
October 1997. "'jwn also present.

- -' -- ."ther wrote that on November 14, 1997,. offC lly appointed
to her new position. According to_. the press release annoumdn

appotment ed thatQD had responsibiity for direction, management and coordination of"all
inteligence and sa ds and seataurity activities forthe deparment" Accordingto, _
' 1 inmediately assumed responsibility for both on-going intelligence related
ivwkhin the Department's laboratories, incuding KINIDRED SPIRIT.:
stated that - _ , informed him by telephone that the Secretary had instructed r to
become the Departmental point-of-contact on these issues and that he was relieved fom any ffrther
responsibility for these activities.

(OUO) According to iL f document, after the issuance of PDD 61, the Department's
intelligene fiction once again became an independent office.. said he raised the issue
of ,- s recommendations once again ,with -Z and also with CL )

special assistant. 7-ro t that this time, he was told that the FBI was
sending over a comntermialgence profissional and that any ftibter actions on that case would be
the responsibility of this individual

(OUO) began the memorandum to- = with the statement,
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OUO)informed the Ofce
. (OUO) C 3 informed the Office

[C(~ of Inspector General thatC that new cutting edge
technology involvingthef 3 w as going to be implemented in the near future.

-o J concerns thC j t had to do something with J3ecause it
would look strange to J could not work onC

meeting was scheduled.

(OUO)E

_3During the meeting, the-attendees
discussed how to handle the situation with the? 2] It was decided thatl
would continue to work on[ -)and Counnterintelligence would briefc "'
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Friday's New York mes reports that Secretary. - has initited an inquiry to
identify and discipline the official responsible for permitting the KINDRED SPIRIT suspect to
remain in place for 14 months after Director renounced any fither ivesti e interest in
this-case--A-reliable-sourc ew i ll access iormed me that I am to be that offcia
Acording to this source, _ Secretary. .__. i Chief of Staff and;
have determined that I pertted the EINDRED SPIT source to remain in place. The fcts of
this episode indicate that such an allegation is a tavesty."

(OUO), _added,

(OUO) "1. The bureaucratic rigidities and divisons of effort between intelligce and
personnel security are well documented. The Director of Intelligence by DOE Order has
authority over access to intellgence; the Director has the authority to grant or deny access to
inteligence only and through this authority to grant SCI clearances. All other personnel
security issues, particularly access to Top Secret/ Q information are solely within the purview
of the Ofice of Security Affirs, ffice ofNonprofiration and National Security....

2. So the chain of command frremoving the KINDRED SPIRIT suspect was
always NNI-NNSO-Field Office Security-Lab Security. Intelligence could make
recommendations, as we did, but had no authority to execute or implement these
recommendations."

(OUO) _ ended the memorandum by writing "In summary, throughout this period and
even up to todayine Director of Intelligence has no authority over non-SC cleared individuals.
The Director's CL [counterinteigence] 'hat, moreover, carry with it no authority whatsoever with
regard to personnel security."

PDoE o1 I
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informed the Office of Inspector General that Jwritten synopsis of the
meetdn andt oncurs with its contents.

-J
(OUO) On _'

_3 In oadd..ion,. .kept in touch
with '- - ]work assignments. Accordinto . jjt seemed
like everything worked fine and that there were no problems involving the rontrol of _ _
work assignaents.

OUO)° L :0 - - 2
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act request. C

-in putting an electronic device onl ]at
LANL in the event the Foreign Intelligence Survellance Act request was approved. On

' 3ubsequently put ' _ Jwith FBI
representatives.

C . - . subsequently called to schedule a meeting withL

.- the meeting to advise: J about three issues, two of
which pertained to KINDRED SPIRIT. Specifically,[

- .. th FBI would not stand in
LANL's wa A ifLANL wanted r nare - - - Quested
information

(OUO)L .

should be kept in ce. According to r
-------- 'be kept in place.:'" ---- -i twoud do

to the FBI's case to remove - - . replied that it would make it more
difficult. g (discusedwhat grounds LANL had to removeF Land determined that they had nothing new since the 3therefbre,

o .b- - jto make the decision. No one in the lab was- --
pressuring. Everyone was comfortable with the earlier decision.

(OUO)E _believes, but cannot specifically recall, whether ,
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bot 1CC>
7_believes that K bout the|

(OUO) According toC

Jdid not specifically recall informinCg

L, .- c)
- .. ... __. __..

-,- ,_ ~- - J The chief topics covered in the talking points
werer ' -entered around restructuring of the
Department's counterintelligence program. A related counterintelligence issue concerned the FBI's
KINDRED SPIRIT investigation, ofwhichl -had been made aware. _

. . a _t _Jertain Department officials (no names
specified) at a meeting in E

checked on the progress of the FBI KINDRED SPIRIT case and
learned the status of the subject's position at LANL had remained unchanged.' \
therefore, asked · ?point of discussion concernin KINDRED SPIRIT mile
talking points for the - understanding that
Cr" .. J that Department officials understood that they did not have to
withhold action against KINDRED SPIRIT on account of the FBI investigation.

According to non the KINDRED
SPIRIT talking point atthe October 15th meeting. C' Jere to the effect
of"simply advising" Department participants that the Department should not regard the law
enforcement intervention as holding your authority to act. The comments were made in the context
of concerns over the suspect's continued access to sensitive information. C

on the suspect's access or
activities, and - 3 to clarify to the Department that inot want to subjugate their
authority for action in this particular case.

(OUO)C be lieved that before the:
_recalled those at the meeting included

_-not recall any particular
individual respondingC - j about the suspect's access or openly
acknowledging them. ( jt some point after the meeting if
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. .fanynotes of the meeting. C Jot but forwarded a copy ofthel_

3. Individuals Responsiblefor Decisions Relating to Securit Clearance,
Access, and Work Assignments (October 16, 1997- December 23, 1998) (U)

(U) This section begins with an overview of events from October 16, 1997, to December 23, 1998,
and follows with the results of Office of Inspector General interviews with key Department, LANL,
and FBI personnel.

(a) Summary(U)__ _

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General inquiry identified no notable changes to_ , security
clearance, access, or work assignments during this period.

(b) Interviews (U)

QUO) L_ 3 informed the Office of Inspector General that in October 1997, when

JLANL's Counterintelligence Office about a potential espionage issue at LANL. C
_ . _This was the first time

knew about the investigation.
vwas one of the employees under suspicion. From the briefing, it did not appear to

under suspicion becauseQ 3the FBI was
trying to gain enough information to obtain the needed permission to place a wiretap o_ .

Jdid not think to ask about [assignments and access, and Idid not discuss who had made the decision tacF jin place. However, from the
informon that was briefeC * it was notclear that there was anything more than a suspicion
abou Jthat the information on Jwas old, and that the FBI was working the case.

(OUO) According to[

when-L -J3that no oneelse could be present for the briefing. This was
when .. ..of the potential loss of the
,,s the hat.tim .e~ ._^l.."uspected of passing the information. Thiswas the first timune not
to discuss the investigation with anyone and to keep itf- ldid not give
2 J any directions to L S "n place. It was 3
that the Department's Office of Counterintelligence was working with the FBI on the case.
L .. If there were other people who could have released the information.
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L a s :had looked at the other people and determined thati had the
most opportunity to access the information. 1- also never had the impression that there
was any on-going problem, and that the poteinial loss had occurredf _

(OUO) E_ _ 7was unaware of any issues or
concerns with respect toL_ 'clearance or access, orL -

had no discussions with anyone about these issues at
that time.

_ (OUO) According to___
, _(QUO ... rd... .was not aware of any discussions aboutliniting --

' naccess or curtailingL 'never knew of a "change in the FBI position."
.L - -Jidid not have any discussion with anyone about limitingL access orL

(could not remember how ay have read it in the
newspaper.

(OUO) _jas never had any discussions regarding the FBI investigation of
the[_L~~~~~_ 7z~~-_~some discussions about

the._ -7

[ w--hvas aware of the FBI's rom the ear 1980's,
but I __aware of a connection to he- ' - been
told this,7- _a "flagwould have gone up" and.E _have been more concerned and asked
more questions about -

(OUO) When asked ifthe FBI provided sufficient information for the Department or LANL to
determine that W as likelt cause, or had caused, damage to national securiyor
compromised classified materia J When asked
if the D partment or LANL had reason to believe, based on investigative results to date, that

_ _Jposed a threat and, therefore, should haveE

(OUO) 3Jthat if everyone thought this was such a serious matter, _
' This included Department counterintelligence personnel and

FBI representatives. f fthe Deartment thougf - 0to
limit_ Jaccess or a.ssgnme s,. _LANL would have received a call from t
Department saying .

' an update on what was happening with the FBI's attempt to obtain approval for a
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wiretap. < _ hat the FBI was stil woridng on it and had not
received f'e approval yet. It was always - from the begining that the FBI

had a weak case.

(OUO)U" · jeceivedC_ FBI briefing one
Jwhere the case was, on the actions the FBI was taking, and on the

oacs the FBI had planned. - '3was also present.~ - e that one
ofp - ecell phone reception

was interrupted and that the interruptions seemed to occur at the same time. The FBI was
---- concred- i

j] that theTBrwashir 1 J Ato

keep -f the FBI developmeiin

(OU LCE IthatCi Jsomewhatconcernedthat even

(OUO) According to- 3there was a long gap between the March 1998 contact with the

FBI and L ext contact with the FBI. f jand ask for updates. On

Laitthe FBI was going t- _ A day or two after the operation,

C io c

U iJinformed the Office of Inspector General thatL

Jperiodic briefings on the KINDRED SPIRIT case from
-- - 7FBI officials. ithat the FBI

was running the case, that J had been kept in place for the benefit of the FBI case, and that
the access which E

iseemed satisfied at the tim with the status of the FBI
investigation.^ _ 3Ja comfort level thatL 3
was being properly handled.

(OUO) J munderstood from FBI officials that the FBI was making several attempts from

the March to September 1998 time frame to = And thatC[
.had been transferred.

(OUO) At a meeting withL jiscussed pretexts
by which the individual suspect could be interviewed. J ~as under the impression that
the FBI would conduct such an interview.
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During the same time period, the FBIvas briefing the "Cox Committee" on the KINDRED

SPIRIT investigation. From these briefings,L ihadgreater access to
classified documents and facilities thai "3 SpecificallyC_ Jfound out in
CU? istill had access to people and information
within _~

(OUO) Also in
J In a meeting withl~_ learned that up until the August 1997

meeting, the FBI had said to keep the suspect inplace. 2
.. __. ___. ___the Department in 1997 word to the effect -

hatthe suspect should have been removed --
following the[ _]meant
that the Department could remove the suspect from access, revoke the suspect's clearance, etc.,
without affecting the investigation.

(U)._ .that prior toE
3 said FBI

officials also never shared with - - - - X.

(OUO) -

n-on all
of the various offices of the Department that were part of the Office ofNonproliferation ant
National Security. One of those offices was the Office of Energy Intelligence. V

Ithe operation and function of the Office of Energy
Intelligence. During the briefing .

-did not present a
detailed briefing of the LANL espionage case, but only informed-
There was no mention of a known suspect, andC Jdid not make any comments regarding
the suspect's security access or clearance. jprovided
his briefing, but thought it was in November 1997. I had no further discussions with
[_ _on any access or clearance concerns regarding the LANL espionage suspect. After

PresdentiaDecision Directive 61 went into effect on April 1, 1998, the Office of Energy
Intelligence was no longer part of the Office ofNonproliferation and National Security.

(OUO) The Oice of Security Affirs is a part of the Office ofNonproliferation and National
Security and

1 While workingE -tat there
was also an espionage case going on at LANL. ' did not provide a lot of dils but
told Jthe FBI was investigating the case and did not want the suspect removed fromL I
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(OUO) L-was not involved in the discussions and decisions involvin access to
classified information and subsequent in early
1999. _ 7 was involved in those matters.

(OUO) With respect to the[_

(on what was discussed at that meeting. BothL 0 Jsaid that the
:II^~ il-was all in the context of PDD 61 and that this was important for

Depart manaement n nand required a reorganization plan. L
the meetig_ was discussed atthe mee itiriThiere wasnodiusion at

he meeting aboutf _tccess and clearance at LANL. hat both indicated that
c __ . .Jsaitsomething about fixing a problem, but that it was in the context of a need to fix

the security problems of the Department. L jiot recall the dates on whichC
-on this issue.

(OUO) OnT

Iwas under suspicion of
espionage., -?did not provide any further details related to the espionage or the FBI's
investigation. L

Uwas still in place at the request of the FBI.

(OUO) . Jthat according to LANL's Technical Management Rules,
3access to classified information that " J

provided a two page copy of a LANL brochure entitled, "Worker Concerns," and a three page copy
from the LANL Administrative Manual entitled, "Nondiscrimination, Equal Opportunity and
Affimative Action.";_ icited sections in both documents that reference discrimination
and harassment. ~

.. _.Jmight be accused of discrimination. C said it
was not clear for a long while what was going on withb 3

(OUO) C - had numerous discussions L
_ _ ould not recall the specific dates on which these

discussions occurred._ - specific date not recalled, that the

-- 3
L j]discussed 3

could not recall the date of this discussion. ~ .access and put
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C _jn a position wheret any further damage. ._
._, had a difference of

opinion regarding which of the codesa were more important. [

C '(U)

(OUO) C.
- that the Department need not keep

in place for the FBI investigation to continue. ] heard this in a meeting at
he FBI from ' jcould not recall all who were present at this

meeting. . jTheywere the only individuals
present from the Department. The other attendees were FBI personnel

_jwanted to discuss with the FBI the status of the FBI case
had not been successful.

(OUO) Ji Jthat it was~Lunderstanding that at this meeting, 2also learned
.for the first time what: access to classified
information. Since[ Jwas not part of any discussion on this caseC 3 had no first
hand knowledge ofwhat' Knight have conveyed to the Department in 1997 regarding

J
(OUO) Accordig ttoj .aggressively tried to get the case resolved after the
meeting in whict Jinformed them of

,it appeared up to that point the FBI investigation had not produced any evidence of
espionage by_' ;then pushed for a non-confrontational interview and_

in order to resolve the allegations.

4. Indviduas Responsiblefor Decisions Relaing toK Securiy Clearance,
Access, and Work Assignments (December 24, 1998 - March 8, 1999) (U)

(U) This section begins with an overview of events from December 24, 1998, to March 8, 1999,
and follows with the results of Office of Inspector General interviews with key Department, LANL,
and FBI personnel.

(a) Summary (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General determined that the decisions to (af

jvwith FBI
Headquarters and the FBI Albuquerque Field Office and with the knowledge and/or involvement of
the following Department and LANL officials:
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(b) Interviews (U)

(OUO) As stated previouslyC finformed the Office of Inspector General that the FBI's
investigation seemed to go back into its "limbo" state

had received a call from[
D issue and what could be done. On

(OUO)C ,_that onC_
Headuarters received a call from -aid thatDepartment

Headquarters wante4-
_-3nd get the matter resolved. On the same day,_

-never obtained access to the
area again and was never escorted in.
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(OUO)L J stated that on February 2, 1999, LANL received a letter from the Albuquerque
Operations Office stating that the Department had rescinded its request for temporary reassignment
oWJ 3and that LANL could putE 3 On February 9, 1999, LANL

-learned that the FBI had re-evaluated the{ End had determined there
were indications of deception.

!clearance. LANL followed up with a letter on February 18, 1999.

(OUO) L Jthe DepartmenC_

; Sjwas being deceptive becaus-
mcew that was not correct and questioned -

-was extremely concerned because of[ L

ac " D3talked with:ca 3 Jandwitb
.and voiced ' regarding

' - u)

(OUO)iE Infoarmed the Office ofInspector Genera
-_ -- _but it was not successful. j ]continued

to push FBI Headquarters to get the case resolved. During late 1998,' learned from FBI
Headquarters thatl T, It appeared that L

_ had not known that .thad received approval from LANL to
go on foreign travel . hen decided that uponJf 3should be
interviewed and polygraphed. ' jcoordinated vw FBI Headquarters and learned that the
FBI was not ready to - ' received approval from the FBI to have the
Department conduct te interview and administer the polygraph. L 2 reiterated that up to
this point, there was no evidence thac : - 2had committed any crime, that there was only
circumstantial evidence that( Tmight be a suspect among others in this matter. L2 -
also reiterated that at no time did tf Department tell the FBI thatL iwas the only suspect in
the possible compromise oC '

(OUO)r hat untilthetime that
When[ jthat could be used to suspend or revoker, securty clearance.

When . -.

rsaid that the
FBI investigation of was conr n m tt mdte no evidence had been found to
substantiate that - j
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(OUO) 5 ~_ informed thatF j ot learn about
the issues pertaiinnj to_- --

-~I - j. attended a meeting at LANL. The meeting involvedl
__The meeting pertained t

n ot recall that any decisions abou _were made at thistime.

(U) : -ecalled that there were subsequent meetings with LANL management. These-meeting-includedT- 3-Fhese meetings-were - -
predominately about[ _._ Jnd the FBI's involvement in the case.

(OUO) caed a meetingf . Duringthe
meetingL.. .E- - as on the telephone speaking with a Department employee about the:

Jwas being asked to vas
attempting to obtain assurances that sufficient information existed to take the removal action.L J on a letter from the Department for the removal of j The meeting and
telephone cal were subsequently followed-up with a letter from Department Headquarters.

(6uo)C '
~Ieclled hat -

a ]it was also discussed tta. laccess to csified information would be removed,
hawevert L J"Q"a clearance badge. C _ - 3
(OUO) bollowed this meeting up with aL J The letter was
fro mE - and it requested that the Department suspendL Z
(OUO)t' Jbelieves that -

.3speculated thatit might have included thet_

(tU o0 knowledge of C Jspecific assignment while working atLANL, nor the extent of access to classified information.

(OUO) According toC:
.Jthere was discussion involving the FBI LANL and
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Department officials about asking[ _ -to take a olygraph when

jthat fromL__ - in the field, it appeared to . as iftheDepartment and LANL made the final decision that the Department would administer this
polygraph to Jnot know at the time that FBI Headquarters
officials made a strategic investigative decision in consultation.withLj jthat the initial
polygraph would not be conducted by the FBI and that if a second polygraph was needed, the FBI
would conduct it.

(OUO) -

-Hw leand so the FBI plannedo interview
'-·_- - 3-_ 7Howver, once itwas-knownitha .ithe FBI decided not to niterview .at that time. .

: During this time, . ' .

(OUO)C _that sometime inf

lleamed
this information in February 1999 but was not certain as to the date. -Jsaid tatL

J who informedQ lhad
contacted one of the employees (name unknown)i ' land asked this employee to provide

r_ ~.Lcontaining various documents. - - - - mployee got the box requested by
L . . became suspicious of its contents. This employee therefore took the box to aderivative classifier who quickly determined that it contained a classified document that had not

been marked as such. It was subsequently determined by the FBI that on at least one other
occasiorn - and requested this
person provid< la book that wasn . Jdid provide
this book to. _ anot knowi C 'nade any other attempts to obtain
documents or other material from " - id
not know if the same- w.was involved in both incidents, or if different individuals
were involved. _I did not know wfat investigative activity the FBI or LANL
counterintelligence officers had taken regarding these incidents.

(OUO) The FBI decided to . who agreed to aninterview. The interview was conducted byC

3

(OUO) After the results of the initial Department polygraph were analyzed, it was determined thatsome problems existed and the test was ruled "inconclusive." The decision was made by the FBI to
polygraph- _ the
results were analyzed and
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2. Right around this time, Toffice was searched. Numeroussecurity violations were noted. The FBI again interviewed-

Jthat the FBI investigation learned that for at least C
.-- about other LANL projects from other LANLemployees while outside of the work location. G 'said the FBI also discovered thatL Pjlneam from various scientific magazines about certain technical problems that variouscompanies were having in the commercial world. I

solve tese problems unbeknownst to these companies, by employing classified techniques used on
Luncssified, AN 3]thesolutionswere--unclassified, ad

Jthat the companies involved could possibly work backwards on the unclassified solution todetermine the classified process used bye- ,

C= _--- -U. _.

(OUO)L-_ informed the Office of Inspector General that in latet
. The FBI and| ..ery little notice of the trip, and the

FI wanted to know wt-. -t . Ito find out why[ _ had not informedl lofthe trip, jresponded that as an
'_vas approved at the..

lof the espionage issue. In early ~

ucnm - - ] A - - att er to provided a greater warning of anyupcoming__ - According tc-
-adequate warning was received. This- -

(ouo) L_ _ 1- - oa g '1
According toC _]

Howevr, d g te t was initially decidedthatC 7However, during the:

- - .... "Atter tnat C
..-. J had been questioned by the twoindividuals.- __ jsaid that this is one of the main reasons that
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(OUO) -

(ouo)'L

-j.*ade the decision to transfer
-- 3

asessmessn onr - Department and FBI officials did a quality control~assessment on[ and the decision was made that,
7hadme dUES to-di iL _ Jwas aware that

1999 . had meetings to dis s staus in eary

(OUOC) J ecalled two occasionswwhen '

.r L'' Jilobtain a box ofinformation from old office. id as requested but reviewed the contents ofthe box before following t fough with dso to ensure that a oo' - ·so to ensure that_,was not removing classified documents from a secured area into an open space.
- - -sU lhad no knowledgeo(C , jidentified severaldocuments believed to be classified L subsequently consulted with a classifier who confirmedLC Jassessment. The box was retained andC J

(OUO) According to i 7bsequentd
regarding the incident. i - i 't' contact-'edinturnnotified the. FBI_coincidentally, the FBI began td -
does not believe that this was a catal for the interviews; however, it was one of the reasons

C U)

CraT 7 ]vaguey recalled a second incident. This incident involvedj 'Iquisition ofsome mail. I did not know any other details.

(U) As noted aboveL ?nformed the Office of Inspector General thate

(U)C cF .that prior to October 1998_ unaware of
comments. I - never old ouents. id FBIofficials also never shared withC jcomments until October 1998.d

DepaOUO)nt would lie to officials that theDepa ent would like to conduct a non-confrontational interview and polygraph of the suspect.
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The FBI agreed and d te
FBI officials were present during the polygraph and the FBI was satisfied with the results.

(OUO) According t - ,f orwarded a copy of the Department's polygrahresults to their own officials for quality control. - was not aware, at the time, that the FBI haddone this.

(OUO) In a memorandum dated :

.**'decision to remove1 -- - According to the memorandum, thedecision to remove l : a that time,-
. -with this course of action, and--

-According to the memorandum, the Department'sactions regarding; _ were filly coordinated with the FBI's Albuquerque Field Office. TheOffice of Counternntelligence was to meet with representatives from FBI Headquarters to determinefuture investigation into this case. It was anticipated that the FBI would make every effort toresolve the investigation within 30 days.

(OUO) According to[E the FBI continued to interview 3over a period of weeksand, as a result, asked the Department in writing not to °

(OUO) L. ithar in a memorandum[

] According to the memorandum, - --

The memorandum went on to state thatr - as subsequently interviewed by the
FBI and agred to future FBI interviews. L wrote that until the matter was resolved,would not be permitted access to According to the memorandum,he laboatory was preparing a memorandum to the Albuquerque Operations Office requesting that
L t;clearance be suspended until the matter was resolved. I oncurred withthe proposed action believing that it was in the best interest of the'Department. e

_7
(OUO) & Pin the memorandum that the FBI indicated that they believed any adverse

(OUO) In a memorandum

Based on inb rmation developed _ i7,was briefed on the ongoing FBI investigation ofBased on infrmation developed during the investigation- was informed thatE
i as soon as possible.
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(U) According to the memorandum, both the Office ofCounterintelligence and the Office ofecuy Affairst- for the following reasons:

lr- ',. did not report this intelligencesoiicnauon olu cmer tecunmy/Counterineigence personnel or the FBI as required; and,

* (OUO) ,relevant counterintelligence-questions on polygraph examinarios -administered by both the Department and FBI.

C - - )

(OUO)c
f- informed the Office of Inspector General that , ot have any knowledge f

-3At that time m Jwas informed by;
.thatDepartment Headquarters had concerns with'E -as unaware who atHeadquarters had the concerns withE -aid it was not discussed what the

concerns were, just that there were concerns, and Departmet eadquarters wantec

was present dring this meeting, ad they discussed whether or not
-71

(OUO)C Jhat on or about
rosonneIl Security F le. Laid there was no actionable informationrelating to L _ ackground documented.

OUO) I Jthat to date,[ ]never been briefed as to the concerns regardingcould not recall the specific dateC
. that in earlyJanuary 1999, specific date not recalled,:

J where it was stated that the FBI wanted to review the polygraph results conductedby the Deparmentm. C hat after the review of the Department'spolygraph, the FBI conducted another polygraphe
_ nor the date in which
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(OUO) i that n received a letter from
L ~Jthat L unti an
investigation by appropriate agencies was completed..

iin
documenting a factual basis.

(OUO) According to C the memorandum on
The basis for thel

(OUO) In a letter datedd
t-hat the Department's Albuquerque Operations Office had directed the

immediate suspension of: - _(Title 10,
CFR, Part 710 "Criteria and Procedures for Determining EIgibility for Access to Classified Matter
or Special Nuclear Material," pending final resolution off - continued eligibility

C' .'3 .0 obtain_ access
authorization (security clearance badge) and notify the Safeguards and Security Division at the
Albuquerque Operations Office when this action was completed.

(OUO) According toL_ 2 should have been reassigned to activities
not involving access to classified information or special nuclear material. In addition, all requests

- forf- jto have continuing visitor access to other facilities should be canceled.

(OUO) In a letterl
Jthe immediate suspension of:_

( According to'the letter, the basis of the suspension
was paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 710.8. - JDepartment access authorization was suspended
until further notice uponF receipt of the letter.

(OUO) In a memorandum dated J]from
itf~~~ _ ,~^~ ;.the authority to process the r j

for administrative review based on 10 CFR 710.8, paragraph (a). According to the attachment to
this memorandum, the Department possessed information indicating that[ -'committed,
prepared, or attempted to commit, or aided, abetted or conspired with another to commit or
attempt to commit any act of sabotage, espionage, treason, terrorism, or sedition. According to the
attachment, entitled "Information creatinga substantial doubt regarding eligibility for access
authorization for_. '\the bases for the preceding statement included

C-.104
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(OUO) L_ _informed the Office of Inspector General that_ _-

_was informed7
- j7Chad received a call from

7 AccordingtofC th call wastoinform J decidedto
bave( ntervieweand poygraphed due toL - informed
U j_ 3.w.' as being requested from the Albuquerque Operations Office to offer a

polygraphtp 9 based on security concerns. L said those specific concerns were not
related to , that the Albuquerque Operations Office was asked to
provide the polygraph because - j mhad taken the position
they could not based on their contract. -- 3did not know who at .-
had made the decision.

(U) . _- said that based upon the _

2 to provide assistance in this matter, if needed. LU
Q and no action was taken.

(OUO) On._ to LANL to determine the status of
the polygraph. L telephonically contacted e
to make sure that the Albuquerque Operations Office had the authoriy to asf _]to take a
polygraph based on security concerns. L_ 3could not recall i spoke withL_ j
directly, or if spoke with j _ elayed theinformation. Li

Nthat the Albuquerque Operations Office did have the authority to ask - o voluntarily
submit to a polygraph. f lat approximately 1:00 am. that

_ had agred to tae a polygraph ' - was not present in the room
at the time the polygraph was administered isaid that during the afternoon of

. - a telephone call fromL

(OUO) Jsid that on the same ayr later received a call
did most of the talking. _wanted the following regardin-g

b. ut wanted the request in writing
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C Qwould not be allowed to return
- hat written notification would be forwarded on December 23, 1998.

(OUO) On a letter-L qreferencing the
Department's request on_ ithe Ietter for
comment prior to finalization. ~did not change the content of the letter.

(OUO) OnQE_ Jand
y[ fegtter was comingm r also sent conies to
According to I stated that o/an
unclassified work area.

(OUO) -- Jdid not have any further contact or discussions with regardr -
until January 19, 1999. On that date, Jto find out
the status of the jbecause the 30-day deadline was fast approaching.

(OUO) OI - informedr 3 needed
to speak with D _couTd give direction. On the same day,
C Jand advised that it was. doubtful the issue would be resolved by
January 23, 199, and asked if that would be a problem. 7-

OUO)C -- )id not have any other interaction with regard tor - juntil
L . . -whenL _jparticipated in a conference call with E:

Jwh·enL . ^~~~ _ ~~jsaid that during the call,
[ -Istated that in the absence of any new derogatory information, and if there were no
objectionst. ' - "said that nobody voiced
any objections.

(OUO)9C jtated that as a result of the conference call. 1a memorandum to
:LC~~ ^ ^~~could be reassigned tor Inormal duties. According to a

memorandum datedL__
administrative reassignment was to be terminated immediately. According to the memorandum,
_ vjwas to return toL normally assigned duties.

(OUO) Sometime betweenD ?.was informed by - hat
the FBI had reviewed the results of the polygraph administered in December 1998 and had some
questions regardingl -

(OUO) According toL
had been polygraphed by the FBI

At Based on this
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information, had eitherC- _determine if f
iwas informed that o d not recall

who _- 3 oAlso . -_
informedf Joffice was reviewing -

(OUO)C received a letter from l
.- .. _ Based on the requestZ 3the letter to the

Office of Safeguard and Security who, in turn, issued a memorandum requesting
clearance be suspended. -

-3

(OUO)C tnformed the Office of Inspector General that 3
sometime around Chnstmas 1998, while serving as

wantedc ' ciearanceued. - - personnel
security file. Accorditsing t jitherie to justify pulling

(OUQ) According toL jackground
afteriJvas contacted by "*said there was a lot of coiitsion at the
time within the counterintegence commrunity regardiinc -access and clearance.

__ 'jassent to LANL to interface with
ce Thx e nex t day , '3o LANL to provide whatever

assistance'" _

(OUO) According toC_ Jwaned someone from the Albuquerque Operations
Office to polygraph, _ However, the
policy does not allow anyone frorm

J had discussions withI ' about where to go with the process.

(OUO) On or about _was preparing to haveC
offer a polygraph tod j)he polygraph would be provided by contractor employees from the
Department's Office of Nonproliferation and National Security. They intended to first debrief

' p- lI According toCJrecalled that on or abou
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(OUO) s -aid the FBI requested and was provided a copy
i The FBI performed a quality review of the results r

(OUO) According to - were dealing directly with
received most ofL

Jwas never fully briefed by anyone on the C

(OUO) On . paid a courtesy visit to _
'3 The purpose of the visit was to discuss withC_ _the roles, responsibilities,

and lessons learned with regard to the j On the afternoon ofP_
participated in a telephone conference call atl -- The purpose of the

conference call was to discuss Also pacipating in the
conference call were:

(OUO)? Jalso spoke witlh -about bringing closure on3

C 1U)

(OU to discuss that

_not recall the date of his meeting. They decided to_

.- 2 On or aboutL
2 At this pointC

(OUO) Some time in lated

-3
(OUO) Regr dngC that the Department, not LANL, pulls
clearances._ - jvas very concerned because_. still had a "Q" clearance that allowed

jL access to cassiied inforation outside: j However, as a precautionary measure,
.-

was not to have access to the vault.
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(OUO) En hat on or aboutCL

_ Some time after this,
C . , touch withC'

articipated in an interview oC 'tha was conducted by
Cf - 9jhe interview was conducted at LANL. Both the

wafs not happy with
C responses to the FBI's questions. C did not think that ._ vas very forthright
during the interview. After the interview, t Jto the FBI and [

clearance be pulled.

(OUO) OnC -]beallowed to
pick up a box of unclassified personal items fromC

-were asked to look a_
jhe personal papers contained_ J

that they were lassified. L 1 about the classified documents found in

(OUO) OriC

. ~- - ~' stated they found unmarked classified paper and electronic information "in
spades" inrh STtressed the point that until they determined on
CL _ 2 . jhad commit 'ed several security violations, LANL had no reason to
preventd_ 3a "3" on[ ]C(Q" cleared)
and a right to work.

Ue 18 (e n r.

(OUO) [ . stated that in December 1998 (date not recalled) the Department
decided to interview and polygraph' " JAccording to
the Department, C

After the interview, the Department
pre-polygraph and polygraph chart were sent to FBI headquarters for review. The FBI
headquarters polygraph experts (names not recalled) determined that the results of L-
polygraph were The FBIpolygraph.i<

L' ToU)
(OUO) C- Informed the Office of Inspector General tht itilly received a classified
briefing about the China issue in mid-1996 while serving as

jrecalled that during the briefing, it was stated that
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Department intelligence had determined thatl

, Further, it was briefed that an investigation
had been initiated and the Department was working with the FBI. fr aid that during the
briefing it was noted thatf -had been identified but the name of the suspect was
not provided during the briefing. L_ hlater learned the identity of the suspect was F

J. did not learn the
distinction betweenC

(OUO) zrecalled a discussionl about the espionage
investigation ofl_ _ 3. They discusse the need for the Department to
possibly _ - - - _why the FBI had not
obtained a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act warrant foir that the
FBI attempted but had been unable to get the warrant aprnvd by the Department of Justice.

BEl and they discussed[: .ontinued clearance not recal y detail
of those discussions.

(OUO) a _ also discussed the LANL espionage matter withC

about the possibiity of pullng - recalled that they had a general discussionabout the possibility of pufLing. (dearance at
that the FBI was running the official investigation and that if the FBI wanted the Department to pull
: dclearance, the FBI would ask the Department to take such action.

(OUO) L_ - explained that 10 CFR 710 was the legal authority that governs how the
Department handles clearance and access issues in the Department. 7 that there are
several criteria that the Department can use to suspend a clearance and they are described in
10 CFR 710. It wasL.. - _hat the Department probably had cause to suspend
clearance simply because of the FBI espionage investigation, but that the fact: _ under
investigation would not be enough to revokr 3

(OUO)C 2explained that according to 10 CFR 710.10, the local Department Director of
Security will submit suspension of clearance matters to the local Department manager, who is the
person having the authority to suspend a clearance. C istressed that the local Operations
Manager is the only individual who has the authority to suspenTa'clearance for Department field
and contractor personnel.

(OUO)-- Stated that in any ongoing FBI investigation involving the Department, it
would be unprecedented for the Department to suspendH clearance without first consulting with the
FBI agents conducting the investigation on the matter. _ . a.clearance would not normally be
suspended if it would hurt an ongoing espionage investigation.; ffelt that in this case,
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based on_' 3of the events at the time that had taken place, the risk involving national
security was under control based on the actions taken by LANL.

(OUO)L . . never had ap
intention of recommending to anyone that_ clearance should be suspended. Ithat
this statement was based on the fact that an F mI etigation was underway, the FBI hadlonlv
circumstantial evidence of espionage against and no direct evidence; and the FBI

ad failed. Based of
Clearance. L ' 3dded that if an individual's clearance is

suspended, a series o admnistrative requirements providing due process to the inclvidual are then
set in motion. C said that when this due process procedure begins, the individual is
immediately alerted, and any continued ongoing criminal or espionage investigation would be
compromised.

(OUO);_ stated thatC n the newspapers within the past few months that
._ . .7had purportedly made statements in October 1997 regardi g learance

and continuedaccess to classified information _ 7saidthat ot know if
the Department should have pullearance based on what was stated by

-- Based on whatf ' clearance and access situationt
that there should have been greater cooperation between the counterintelligence staff at

-Department Headquarters and the Safeguards and Security Division at the Albuquerque Operations
Office.

(OUO) stated that whenC
about the case inLC __ _~was to resolve the case as quickly as possible. Through
discussions with L - to allow Department and LANL to
conduct the initialpolygraph off jubsequently informed of the Department's
decision made onr

(OUO). 'a letter dated . ~ to the Department requesting
that the Department L ' as an employee and not terninatef

-^ - "Junder the FBI investigation. The
Department agreed, andC. -'at that time. ' -

(OUO)L -.jstated that continued accessjo sensite information was always a critical
factor that is addressed in espionage investigations. that the government agency that was
affected by the suspected espionage activity, which is known to the FBI as the "victim agency" has
to analyze and determine if continued access to sensitive information represents a threat to national
security._ istated that the victim agency rust make this decision and the FBI's
investigative strategy would be adjusted accordingly. L _said that the FBI would prefer
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a suspect remain in place on a non-alert basis while the investigation is conducted. _Jagain
emphasized that the victim agency always has the last word in these cases and that the FBI prefers
the suspect be left in place but does not demand this to happen.

, i

(OUO) C - 3t he Office of Inspector General that_ X direct
knowledge of matters involving "and that any infrmation ad been tained
second-hand through verbal briefings anddiscussions. [ ~ihad no knowledge of
issues relating tcr _ispecifically, until late 1998 to early 1999 (e.g,

.. _ ' 79. Prior to that time, 1 ad attended several limited efings where there were
general discussions about Chinese espionage matters. C _first became aware of
issues relating to k access approximately

3 (

(OUO) _ C informed the
Office of Inspector General that -laware that 7 was polygraphed by the Department on
L Js.said initial review of this exam revealed that .
However, upon quality assurance/control review by the Department and FBI polygraph supervisors,
it was determined that an additional examination was required to resolve certain concerns. After

L _ coordinated with the FBI, the FBI conducted the
h The results of ~

_he results were discussed and coordinated among the FBI, Department Headquarters
and Albuquerque Operations Office counterintellkgence and management officials, and LANL
management and security personnel. As a result,L

Jthat the Department temporarily suspend " security clearance until the
investigation was completed.

(OUO)L -aid becauser im
the LANL and Department decisions conceringr, - ccess and clearance. Afteri

in pushing
the FBI to complete its investigation ofj '_in the determination
as to whetherL _Cearance or access should be changed. _ lunder the impression that

C . ccess to classified information had been limited during the first stages of the FBI
investigation. L -hat clearance and access were decisions that LANL had to make based upon
the requirements ofthe on-going FBI investigation. 3 iot know who within the Department
should have been involved in any decision making process regarding: clearance and access
determinations.- Jthat though'f

_been involved as a
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._ ,Jon the other side of the investigation. M __ might
have more information regarding who had authority and responsibility within the Department to
make access and clearance decisions regarding L ~in this matter.

}_ mW)

(OUO) _r informed the Office of Inspector General that-
IjAt that

tiuneJ received a call fromL , .
L ti Oiee- a 'could not recall who made the statement, but it was stated that

.was for the purpose of planning an interview of
-oo --- -, ......

(OUO)L_ jthat sincel
(OUO-.j ,_ 5 a9id that durin thte telephone call, it was determined

that after the interview, J Jadvised that
the polygraph was to be administered by[ '

(OUO) OnL _, The meeting was
designed to discuss the strategy for interview and polygraph ofF. .

(OUO) OnU
_ the conclusion of the intrview.r fthere were some security concerns and would like for}K j According tot>

jhought polygraphs were intusive. - -
n cormection with an FBI i aon passed that polygraph.

(OUO) L jwas introduced to thepolygrapher. The polygraph was administered.
. _ t Japproximate iy minutes later that during the pre-

polygraph brief thatr jadmitted to making foreign contacts which3iHad not previously
reported. r 3was debriefed regarding the contact and appropriate
questions were asked during the polygraph regarding the contact

C -. . were present to interview:

(OUO) OnC Qnecadedthat L zand possibly
others. - iaid it was decided toLa , --

_J aid it was further decided to0_ - '
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as well. _ said the transfer was
accomplished to allow the FBI time to finish their criminal investigation.

QUO) Onff 'met with, Jr During the meeting

;to complete their inquiry.

(OUO) Jthat the FBI interviewedC . According to
the interview was a follow-up to the information obtained during the debriefing in

December 1998.

(OUO) Onl participated in a conference call. L _ said theparticipants were_ __ The purpose of(the call was to discuss __clearance status. It was decided during the call to retur
T the intent to _[

coordiate did not voice any objections. L
2] coordinated the decision withF

(OUO) According to_ Jeceived a call fronU
[J received a call§ -C Jthat the BI Polygraph Division had reviewed

(OUO) C iaid that based on the FBI review of the Department's polygraph, the FBIdecided to attempt to polygraph"
was poygraphed by FBI Headquarters. After the FBI reviewed the polygraph, it was

determined that[

(OUO) OnC letter to .
clearance be suspended. 7 -had made a prior verbal request to
prior toC written request.

(OUO) Oni .. clearance was suspended by the Albuquerque Operations
Office. _ badge was taken and'f re-issued a new badge reflecting
no clearance.

(OUO) On 'interviewedr hat
i was present atthe request ofr - sand the FBI. U .clearance statusremained te same. -

(OUO) OnE - was again interviewed by the FBI at
the FBI's Santa Fe office.- k that during the interview,
cooperation with the FBI.
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(OUO) On[-

wlsge aid this was done after consulting withL jnd with the fullknowledge of the FBI.

A= U]

_C:I) The Office Inspector General interviewedL -and reviewed a chronology of
events ..prepared in connection with KINDRED SPIRIT. Thetollowing information was derived
from bothL __ 'interview and chronology.

(OUO) r
received a call 2

' According tc': -had
received an earlier call from Apprently,

L - nimmediateaction, sc__ jecided to inteview;
immediately. C were to conduct the interview as a debrefupot_

(OUO) According tC wanted Department officials to ask
would be willing to take a polygraph based upon some security concerns. It was decided that

- -immediately and try to
assist. However, they were not to ~

(OUO)r 3had a telephone conversation withL later that day.
jhad not yet returned to work. A decision was made to attempt the

interview and polygraph on[ .said that. _jhad demanded the
interview andpolygraph be conducted as early as possible. - ihad learned
that they, asl. -

Jo take a polygraph. As a result, someone from the Department's Albuquerque
Operations Office needed to request the polygraph. e
travel to LANL for the interview/polygraph on so briefed

o 1-- -- _ . 3 later that afternoon and
informedf _plans to go to LANL the following day.

(OUO) OnL__ arrived at LANL at 8:30 am. and met with

_h"bout 9:00 am. to 9:30 am.
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for a debriefing. could not offer the polygraph.
until' received permission from Department Headquarters, specifically from

-elephonically contacted bothr io determine ii_ could
_be authorized -to to take the polygraph based-on securty concerns ythe Deparment's

Albuquerque Operations Office. I subsequentlyf
_;of the approv'.

(OUO) i- was polygraphed from Qmentioned during this
time period that in earlier discussion with

_iegardles' of[L_ did on the polygraph.
.ifthe Department would pull or suspend_ clearance so LANL could send

<z _^.relayed this request to(

(OUO) Upon completion oftheE _ 'said thatj . -

sent to get lunch and return later. At 4:00 p.m.,L (received a call from
saidC _ and they had askedL. - if

L . 2access for 30 days while the matter was examined. -_
- The access

strip on the back of - badge was to be modified and access was to be withdrawn.

QOUO) Sometime between F - iofthe FBI asked
QUOl jfor help in obtaining the polygraph charts and video done by Wackenhut. According

to Ii -wanted to review the charts. 5 land
determined tha had given authorization to release the charts which were then in the
possession of _

QUO) Ori__ telephonically contacte to inquire about
clearance status because the 30 days were about to expire. ] jwas angry that

the Department's Albuquerque Operations Office needed to know something immediately.
[~ ~... _ .what

as happening'L also wanted to review the FBI interview summary from a

.PUO)S_ jabouC onversation with _ ] asked
1_ ._, to contact_ to determine if with the extension.
_ .,Lthat the additional week was acceptable.

(OUO) OnE -. .in a conference call:
- According toL_

Jthe group that in absence of any newinformation, f
ihat no one had any new information or objections.
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According to -}stated there was no objection by the FBI's Albuquerque
Field Office. A letter fromL was to be sent that day.

(OUO) ona_ . . perC that the F B I-wanted to
polygraph who nfirmetthe FBI did want to re-
polygraph . Reportedly, after the local FBI picked up the polygraph charts from[

'they were sent to FBI Headquarers andE
- The FBI Headquarters review resulted in questions. L

'3that the local FBI wanted to
polygraph: Was quickly es possible, and they hoped to do that during the week of

ithat[ chad already told_
however, LANL and Department Headquarters had some time asL was completing work in

(OUO) or . informeC _that
agreed to take a polygraph. Onf leared fromT

-ofthe results.

(OUO) At approximately 3:45 p.m. on. Jwas contacted by
. .ndicated thaJ ]had just received a call from

Jr 1- _ - -h what was being done
regarding the suspension ofr 1iearance in light of the polygraph results.

(OUO) According toL_

_could review the polygrapher's notes.
1- A ~3said it would probably not be until the following Monday

with .local FIr Icould review the material 1 had been in contact
with the local FBI, and they were comfortable with this process.

(OUO) On . poke with
fat the extent and sensitivity of the information possibly

divulged bye lbased on a preliminary review of the notes of the polygrapher. As a result,
they wantedL -cearance suspended immediately by the Department's Albuquerque
Operations Office. However,
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(OUO) Later in the day, at approximately 11:30 am., _ spoke with_

if clearance suspension would adversely affect the investigation. -a advised that the -
clearance decision was the Department's call, and it would not effect the FBI investigation.

(OUO) OnC . and requested that LANL write
a letter of facts to support clearance suspension . _

requesting a suspension ofL
3 As a result of the letter,L appropriate Personnel S,-curity

individuals,. - -

(OUO) C Ivas interviewed by the FBI on0_ At the same
time an informal search of_

.Jthat were not roperly classified. This later became, in part, the basis for

(OUO)C._ -]was interviewed again by FBI personnel onC

Jthe FBI
chose not to do so.

j.OUO) On March 8, 1999, a letter from Department Headquarters to LANL recommended that

2
(OUO) From 1996 to May 1998, the only reporting requirements for counterintelligence that
L O QJvwas aware of was Department Order 5670.3. According toC

- that all laboratory
counterintelligence personnel should interface directly withF - - As of_

- To date,. no directives have been
issued which delineate how or when the Department's Operations Offices are to be notified about
counterintelligence-related matters. ~" has taken
the position that if the FBI is involved in an ongoing criminal investigation, the Albuquerque
Operations Office will hold in abeyance any action until the FBI notifies them that the criminal
investigation has ended.
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(OUO) L informed the Office of
Inspector General that inthel _,assignment needed to
be changed. [ jAssignment was shiftedC

jaid that in dealing with :

(OUO) In the last week ofFr

TAs listed on the original travel request was scheduled to' -iwhile
on the trip. In addition, a company named

-J

(OUO) L - thought there was a problem with the original'travel request because, without
prior authorization from both LANL and the Albuquerque Operations Office, L

j Given the short notice
provided by J.submission of the travel request, it was impossible to obtain the
necessry approvals. Because of this problem, t~

(OUO) . -
U in order to discuss it. r shared concerns about L

Jin addition to the short notice ofthe travel request given the required
approval process. - J agreed that -. .to
try and get the travel request processed becauseL

(OUO) One or two days beforeL "
LANL Business Operations to confirm the approval process required forE

~ It was determined that paperwork from LANL and the Albuquerque Operations Office
was required, which meant that either[ JCcoud not go on the trip or the travel request would
have to be changed. From Business Operation - -_

J explained the situation and asked L . if
the, -- _-said that it could_

g The part about divas
subsequently whited-out. --Jnot to accept reimbursement
for any travel costs. After the changes had been made to the travel request, the request was
accepted, andi' twent on the trip.
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(OUO) L what
had happened with the travel request. t jwas already aware of the travel
request from C may have talked to L bout the
travel.' seemed okay with tle fact that nIwent on the trip.

(OUO) r 'noted that for most travel, the traveler normally informs his/her Team Leader,
but the formal approval occurs at the Group Leader level. ] Jdoes not know if[i _Jias
aware o c was not aware of any other trips by U
(OUO) C

found a note from .
f o" }subsequently talked with_

pqrovided further details thatU

(OUO) On one occasion afteri

A At all other times that
-vhile somebody physically brought r

3-.
(OUO)r ]nformed the Office of Inspector General thatCQ vas briefed on the '?matter
in the spring of 1998 while serving asr believes this occurred in
either April or May 1998. c conducted the brefing in' 2At this
time,Z

' had alread been briefed. r that there was some concern with
C_ access. _L was to remam in place and thatC :was to do nothing
to alert _of the pending FBI investigation. .stated that the FBI did not feel that
they had a strong enough case to perform a sting operation and that the FBI had tried a few years
earlier but had failed. LANL Counterintelligence personnel were working with the FBI. There was
no discussion regarding a possible change in[_ tfocus of work. I 3was advised to
keep them informed of any changes inl Jassignments, any travel that_ imay take, or
meetings/conferences that _ Jaccess. In
additionl_ >ad weekly informal meetings with' -to keep9 "

(OUO)C
not provided

with the reason for the removal, and' Qnvolved in the decision to r -
Jsubsequently informed

1 gathered? 'belongings into six boxes. ~ took several
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personal notebooksF 1 believed containedi technical information abo

_ The notes in these bools were ~he
information. Subsequent to,-

-. J

(OUO) jecalled an incident in whicif

, to provide _ The purpose of
the access was foa access into the area
based upon7 jclearance. Ithat it was unlikely tha- F 7had any
Mkowiedge of the security issues with ' Everyone was told thaC "as on a

L
3 found out aboutE

- ~. wh_.eat this was
very awkward _believes that bothbelieved that L . _ of helping those people and not as a result
of potential access issues. _not believe that
area again.

L J~l (U)

(OUO)C 7
informed the Office of Inspector General that t' involvement regarding decisions made
aboutEC jaccess and clearance. [7 involvement pertained to periodic briefings, a
telephone call, and some limited discussions with Department Headquarters officials.

(OUO) Prior to
,- e ~~ - __.~e7 m (In attendance

werel
I During the meeting, 7 _Jthe

Department was not doing a very good job with counterintelligence efforts at its laboratories and
that the FBI was going to be brought in. This meeting was for information only.

(OUO) r - eceived periodic briefings from.
"informedE ' of conversationsE

jhadsome awareness that something was happening regarding theL _Jdid not know the
detaiis.7 J:was mostly informed about what the Albuquerque Operations Office was
being asked to do 6bDepartment Headquarters.

OUO) Sometime iFnr __received a telephone call from
-§f_~~OUO) Somt m e-~ had
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received a telephone call from someone in the Albuquerque Operations Office (name unknown)
informing LANL that they should move~

Subsequently telephoned

clearance was terminated sometime after this conversation; however,: b believe that_
conversation withE _..was the catalyst for the clearance termination The purpose of

,2 _telephone call toL- Jwas to relay the information tiad received from
IF" J^_I not know the specific of the issues at hand. _L elied upon L

-employees to properly handle the: \

(OUO) Subsequent to the telephone call, C . )a meeting in
on other matters when

'was invited to attend the meeting. The meeting primarily related to foreign visitors and
assgnments at Department laboratories. During the meetingS_

issue to other attendees; however,r' . mderstand the specifics of the conversation
because of the code. The attendees included Headquarters counterintelligence people and
Department Laboratory directors whomL pould not recal.L invitation and
involvement in this meeting was for general informational purposes only.

(OUO) Also, subsequent to L call from- -and
asked thatC _ _ - in
hand and proceeded to briefr J It was only at this point that i_ ,began to
understand the serious nature oftheE

'mranased to raise additional
questions in_ - such as what the FBIwas doing withf -ind why was
19 - being questioned. r could not provide those answers. r

- 7 and that there was a lack of closure.

(OUO) - -recalled that sometime aferL .eceivec
a telephone call fromtL

-called to inquire about the - jhad a very
interesting background.C Then referred o Department Head uarters for a briefing
without providing ith any addiional information. C s not a ware of any
Department, LANL, FBI or counterintelligence meetings held regarding the __

(OUO) 3.that- _Jthat it wasC to ensure that r -aM
handled properly.C -Department staff LANL employees, the Department's
counterintelligence people and the BFI to ensure that this was done. L.

~ However,C people working on the issue that were far more educated about
kC J_.compiete confidence in the Department people working on the issue. When
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Department Headquarters directed the Albuquerque Operations Office to removefl from
classified access, the Albuquerque Operations Office did so immediately.

(OUO) _ c hwas not directly involved in the termination o f l]employment
or clearance, however_ 'was made aware of it. L employment was
terminated for violating/ ' d The violations were based upon what

_C _understands was found during a search ofL
t was odd that there was a lengthy amount of time betweenc

_-J
(OUO) E _ did not believe that Freceived sufficient information from
Department counterintelligence or the FBI regarding the{_ indicated that by
the timel became aware of the issue, the FBI, counterintelligence and Albuquerque Operations
staffwerelready aware of it. The Albuquerque Operations Office was already implementing what
Department Headquarters and the FBI wanted, andC

(OUO) 1tthat given the environment in which the Counterintelligence Office and
the FBI operate, the matter was handled typically. By that, [ meant that they typically
conduct their investigations and do not provide any information on fi'eir progress or findings to the
affected office unless they feel it is necessary. In the meantime, the Department stands down
because they have referred the matter to the FBI. The Department then provides assistance if
requested. According to ,]this type of arrangement is typical, and'' come to
expect little more. fL contractor or Department Field Counterintelligence personnel typically
discussed issues directly with Department Headquarters. 'believes that there have likely been a
number of issues duringf -that the FBI or
counterintelligence has deat with and[r _ot known about it. r'believes that better
coordination with investigative and counterintelligence issues withlepartment field offices would
help to resolve them in a more timely fashion.

. . ., (U)

As theI~-_

in the KINDRED SPIRIT investigation until the Department and LANL administered a polygraph
JL- -- - ~ - - .~ - This polygraph.
._ J3that the Department's initial intent inL -. as to administer this polygraph in
Albuquerque in a controlled environment. However, for
the polygraph so it was administered at LANL inM hat

(OUOr) _was subsequently surprised when L
about the prior relationship
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and contact betweerC

Jsubsequently discussed this matter with

:suggested that:

Jand suggestedfurther discuss- concerns witl the
EBI. Someone at the FBI Headquarters then reviewed thel

The FBI then administeredj*

L _ .,_was asked if the Office of Counterintelligence ever notified the Office of
Safeguards and Security about the KINDRED SPIRIT matter.

)had some interaction, bu(C jid not know if
L Jn the KINDRED SPIRIT matter.

C Issue 3: Why C _JSecunty Clearance and Access were not
Curtailed During this Period (U)

(OUO) The Office of Inspector General has formulated a number of observations with regard to
the facts and circumstances found during the inquiry. These observations serve as possible answers
to why Lecur clearance and access were not curtailed during the period. Additionally,
they address issues related toL Jwork assignments within' ]
(OUO) The inquiry found that from the timer J
the following occurred with respect to L - access, and work assignments:

* (OUO) The status ofc

* (OUO) The status of _
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*(OUO) The status ofC

(OUO) The inquir further disclosed that Department and LANL officials took no meaningful
action regarding _.. ....

a _ cJIt was learned that while temporariy _

facility on one occasion; (2) had a
VT.r^~~~ >Jihd._~~ - (3) attempted to have a bo:. of

documents brought toC J-Tie box was iovered to contain one
unmarked classified document and was, therefore, _

(OUO) We found indicators of inadequate communications at all levels. Amisunderstanding of
terms relating to "lmiting': 3access and "redirection" ofj jassignments may have
contributed to delays in action, or inaction, by senior managers. Friber, several senior level
transitions were not structured so as to ensure that incoming Department and LANL officials were
fifyconversant with ongoing counterintelligence matters, including details of the history and status
of,_ cdearance, access, and work assignments. Finally, senior managers and other key
personnel, apparently relying on their advisors or others, did not obtain sufficient confirmation that
directed actions had, in fact, been appropriately executed.

(OUO) The inquiry also found indicators of systemic and long-term management deficiencies. The
Department's management structure, during the time, was such that many participants contended
that they had no direct responsibility for and, therefore, should not be held accountable for,
decisions and actions relating to this matter. Additionally, senior officials did not ensure that the
positions taken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with regard to the suspect's clearance,
access and work assignments, were clear and fully understood. Certain senior officials with direct
mangement responsibility for LANL were not aware of nor did they seek, essential information on

.: An this matter and, specifically, on the status of t clearance and continued access
within L 3 Finally, senior officials with intelligence or counterintelligence
responsibilities, who were also aware of the FBI's initial reouest to leave[ position,
may not have adequately reassessed the status of Jaccess followingf

3and the change in the FBI's position and, consequently, failed to respond in an
appropnate and timely manner.

(U) Analysis during the course of the inquiry revealed that several Department and LANL officials
had (1) a degree of responsibility regarding Department intelligence and counterintelligence matters,
or programmatic security; (2) a degree of understanding with respect to the status of the FBI's
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request to keep C ,4position; and, (3) a certain level of knowledge regardingj _
clearance, access, or work assignments. These individuals include:I

lr 7

L
(U) Office of Inspector General has attempted to summarize the key issues, observations, and
findings reached during the inquiry. The matters at issue in this report span several years, involve
Department of Energy and federal law enforcement decision making at every level, and concern one
of the most sensitive allegations of espionage in this Nation's history. As indicated in the report, a
number of systemic deficiencies in the Department's organization and structure conributed to the
problems noted. With respect to the particular actions of the above named officials, review of the
details in the report and exhibits is crucial to a full evaluation of this matter.

S (U) This list is not intended to convey a hierarchy of responsibility for deficiencies. Rather, it is arranged
in the following order (a) senior Departnent management at Headquarters (b) Deparment program
oicials at Hadquarmr (c) Department field personnel and (d) LANL personnel
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VIL LIST OF EXHIBITS (U)

Exhibit A - Applicable Statutes, Laws, Procedures, and Guidelines (U)

Exhibit B - List of Department and LANL Personnel, with
Corresponding Duties and Responsibilities (U)
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Exhibit A

Applicable Guidelines (U)

(U) This document provides a synopsis of stajues, laws, rules, regulations, procedures,
and other guidelines pertaining to (1) the U.S. Department of Energy's intelligence and
counterintelligence functions, activities and programs, and (2) personnel security and
access to classified matters.

L DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S (DOE) 'INTELIGENCE FUNCTION (U)

(U) A series of statutes and Executive Orders provides legal authority for the conduct of
intelligence activities Key intelligence function documents include: (A) National Security
Act of 1947; (B) Atomic Energy Act of 1954; (C) Executive Order 12333; (D) DOE's
"Procedures for Intelligence Activities;" and (E) Supplement #5 to the DOE Procedures
for Intelligence Activities.

A. National Security Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 413) (U)

(U) The National Security Act provides the basic organization of the United States
national security effort. The Act addresses, in part, the requirement to report intelligence
activities to Congressional intelligence cormittees.

B. Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C 2271) (U)

(U) The Atomic Energy Act addresses, in part, the investigative jurisdiction for criminal
violations of the Act. Section 2271 reads:

(U) The Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice shall investigate
all alleged or suspected criminal violations of this Act.

C. Executive Order 12333 (United States Intelligence Activities), dated
December 4, 1981 (U)

(U) Executive Order 12333, provides guidelines for the conduct of intelligence activities
and the composition of the Intelligence Community.

(U) As the designated Senior Intelligence Officer (SIO), the Director of the Office of
Intelligence, pursuant to Section 1.7 of Executive Order 12333, shall, in part:

1. (U) Report to the Attorney General possible violations of Federal criminal laws by
employees and of specified criminal laws by any other person as provided in
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procedures agreed upon by the Attorney General, in a manner consistent with the
protection of intelligence sources and methods, as specified in those procedures;

2. (U) In any case involving serious or contimnuing breaches of security, recommend to
the Attorney General that the case be referred to the FBI for fUrther investigation;
and,

3. (U) Furnish the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and the National Security
Council (NSC), in accordance with applicable laws and these Procedures, the
information required for the performance of their respective duties.

(U) Additionally, pursuant to Supplement #2 to DOE Procedures for Intelligence
Activities, the Director of Intelligence, as the SIO, is responsible for reporting to the
Intelligence Oversight Board, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the DOE
Inspector General, and the Office of General Counsel concerning any counterintelligence
activities that may be unlawfiul or contrary to Executive Order 12333 or the DOE
Intelligence Procedures.

D. Department of Energy Procedures for Intelligence Activities, dated
October 19, 1992 (U)

(U) DOE's Procedures for Intelligence Activities (Procedures) were approved by the
Attorney General and adopted pursuant to Executive Order 12333.

(U) The Procedures allow DOE Intelligence Components to conduct administrative
inquiries and investigations to determine the existence of clandestine relationships,
contacts with foreign intelligence services, and other hostile activities directed against
DOE facilities.

(U) Pursuant to the Procedures, "As soon as the DOE administrative inquiry or
investigation reveals clandestine activity or a relationship with foreign intelligence
services, the DOE Intelligence Component must promptly advise the FBL The FBI will
conduct and coordinate all subsequent counterinteligence or criminal investigative
activities regarding clandestine activities, suspect relationships or contacts with foreign
nationals at DOE facilities. The FBI will determine whether

1. (U) It will assume responsibility for continuing the investigation, and/or

2. (U) Request that DOE Intelligence Components assist the FBI in collecting
additional information..."

(U) Additionally, the Procedures state that the Heads of DOE and DOE contractor
elements that constitute or contain Intelligence Components shall in any case involving a
breach of security regulations and guidelines by either DOE or non-DOE employees.
Orecommend that the Director of Security Affirs take appropriate investigative action.
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(U) The Procedures provide the following reporting requirements:

1. (U) Each employee of a DOE Intelligence Component shall report any questionable
activity to the Director of the Office of Intelligence and to either the General
Counsel or the Inspector General. The Director of the Office of Intelligence shall
report any questionable activity to the General Counsel and the Inspector General.

2. (U) The Heads of DOE and DOE contractor elements that constitute or contain
Intelligence Components shall report any questionable activity within the element to
either the General Counsel or the Inspector Gene,: 1 and to the Director of the
Office of Intelligence.

3. (U) The General Counsel and the Inspector General shall promptly report to the
President's Intelligence Oversight Board al activities that they have reason to
believe may be illegal or contrary to Executive Order, Presidential directive or

applicable DOE policy, including these Procedures.

E. Supplement #5 to the DOE Procedures for Intelligence Activities, dated
June 10, 1999 (U)

(U) Supplement #5 to DOE Procedures for Intelligence Activities announced a
reorganization of the Office of Counterintelligence and the Office of Intelligence pursuant
to Presidential Decision Directive/NSC-61 (PDD-61), dated February 11, 1998. Pursuant

to Supplemental #5, PDD-61 directed the establishment of an independent Office of
Counterintelligence reporting directly to the Secretary of Energy and the re-establishment
of an independent Office of Intelligence, also reporting directly to the Secretary.
Supplement #5 further states that management responsibility for both offices have been
delegated by the Secretary to the Deputy Secretary. Supplement #5 states that PDD-61
does not permit this responsibility to be further delegated.
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IL DOE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM (U)

(U) Key counterintelligence function documents include: (A) DOE Order 5670.3;
(B) Counterintelligence Procedural Guide; (C) Intelligence Authorization Act; and
(D) 1992 Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and Department of Energy; (E) Supplemental Agreement to the University of California
Contract for the Management of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.

A. DOE Order 5670.3, Counterintelligence Program, dated September 4, 1992 (U)

(U) The Order states that the Field Office Manager shall designate a Federal employee to
serve as a Field Office Counterintelligence Program Manager (CIPM). The Order further
states that the CIPM has direct access to the Field Manager for sensitive CI activities or
issues. Pursuant to the Order, the CIPM is authorized to conduct inquiries and
administrative investigations in the flfillment of the CI mission. The Order states that
when an inquiry or administrative investigation provides reason to believe that there may
be a basis for an espionage investigation, the matter will be immediately referred to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(U) The Order states, in part, that the Director of Counterintelligence shall:

1. (U) Conduct counterintelligence inquiries and administrative investigations based
on indicators of the existence or presence of espionage;

2. (U) Advise Office of Security Affairs and the cognizant Program Secretarial Officer
(PSO) of CI investigation or inquiries into matters that might have a potential
impact on DOE safeguards and security interests; and

3. (U) Establish and maintain liaison with SA-1 and PSO's to facilitate the exchange
and discussion of information regarding CI and/or safeguards and security related
activities which may fall within the purview of both offices.

(U) The Order further states that the Director of Security Affairs shall, in part,:

1. (U) Advise the Office of Intelligence of security investigations or inquiries into
matters having a potential impact on DOE/CI matters. -

2. (U) Administer the program for the conduct of preliminary internal investigations of
unlawfiul disclosures of classified information.

(U) The Order states that the Field Office Counterimelligence Program Manager shall
notify the Director of Intelligence within 24 hours of all incidents involving suspected or
identified foreign intelligence activities and all incidents involving suspected or identified
technical penetrations affecting persons or facilities under their jurisdiction.
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B. Counterintelligence Procedural Guide, dated November 1995 (U)

(U) The DOE Counterintelligence Procedural Guide (Guide) contains detailed operating
procedures for use by the DOE Counterintelligence Organization. The Headquarters
Counterintelligence Division has established an operational organization consisting of
three major components: the HQ element (HQ/ECI), i.e., Headquarters Energy
Counterintelligence Division, which provides oversight, guidance and liaison at the
national level; the CI Program Managers (CIPM) who provide oversight guidance at the
Operations/Field level; and, the Contractor Counterintelligence Officers (CCIO) who are
responsible for CI programs at the lccal facility level.

(U) The Guide requires that once CI identifies elements of espionage, then the CI office
ceases any further inquiry, notifies the FBI, and then provides support to the FBI if
requested.

(U) It should be noted that the Guide does not require CI personnel to coordinate CI
matters with DOE Office of Safeguards and Security. However, DOE Order 5670.3
which is attached to the Guide, requires coordination between the Director of CI and the
Office of Safeguards and Security.

(U) The Guide states that Administrative Inquiries (AI) are conducted to obtain
information confirming or refiting allegations or information indicating a DOE contractor
or federal employee may be or have been involved in or subject to covert collection of
information by a foreign intelligence service. AIs can be conducted by CIPMs, CCIOs, or
Energy CI personnel. One of their responsibilities while conducting an Al is to identify
indicators of potential espionage. If indicators exist, it is their responsibility to
immediately refer the case to the FBI and provide assistance as needed.

C. Intelligence Authorization Act, "Coordination of Counterintelligence Activities,"
dated October 14, 1995 (50 U.S.C. 402a) (U)

(U) Section 811 of the Intelligence Authorization Act requires DOE to immediately advise
the FBI of any information, regardless of its origin, which indicates that classified
information is being, or may have been, disclosed in an unauthorized manner to a foreign
power or an agent of a foreign power.

D. Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Department of Energy, dated October 7, 1992 (U)

Purpose (U)

The MOU states that its purpose is to define procedures that are mutually
acceptable to the FBI and DOE regarding the conduct and coordination of
counterintelligence activities and investigations involving DOE programs, facilities, or
personnel in the United States. Specifically, the MOU defines DOE's investigative
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support to the FBI and provides procedures for coordinating FBI investigations of DOE
referrals of alleged or suspected counterintelligence activities.

DOE Assistance to FBI (U)

The MOU states that DOE will assist the FBI foreign counterintelligence
investigations and activities to the extent of their authorization under Executive Order
12333 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, by notifYing the FBI promptly of

information or allegations of counterintelligence significance regarding past or present
DOE personnel. The MOU states that this may include, but is not limited to the
following:

1. Any statement, conduct or other behavior by present or former DOE
personnel or other individuals about whom DOE obtains information. which
indicates that the individual is, or may be, an agent of a foreign power, or a target
of a foreign power, or any other entity, foreign or domestic, attempting to illegally
obtain classified or sensitive DOE information.

2. Any information or allegation which reasonably indicates that present or
former DOE personnel, or other individuals about whom DOE obtains information,
have made or have attempted an unauthorized contact with an agent of a foreign
power.

3. Any information or allegations regarding the targeting and/or compromise
of DOE information and/or facilities by a foreign power or their agents.

The MOU states that when a DOE administrative investigation discloses
information or allegations of possible intelligence activity or unauthorized contact on the
part of DOE personnel with a foreign power, the matter will be promptly referred to the
FBI. It further states that if the FBI declines primary investigative jurisdiction, DOE may
elect to continue to pursue necessary leads as appropriate to resolve the allegation or
facilitate administrative sanctions.

The MOU states that "This MOU is not intended to affect DOE's authority to
conouct administrative investigations or inquiries related to DOE personnel or facilities.
While the DOE may take appropriate administrative, disciplinary or other action at any
time in connection with a DOE employee whose activities are reported to the FBL DOE
will coordinate with the FBI in advance of any intended action, to avoid prejudicing any
ongoing or planned FBI investigative effort or criminal prosecution."
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FBI and DOE Coordination (U)

The MOU states that the point of contact for coordination of referred matters will
be the Office of Counterimelligence, DOE, and the Intelligence Division, FBI. The MOU
further states that the FBI will "keep DOE informed of pertinent developments in DOE
referred cases being investigated by the FBL" The MOU states that following a DOE
referral to the FBI, DOE will fully coordinate all fture investigations or administrative
action related to the referred information with the FBI.

The MOU sates that FBI field offices will continue to conduct liaison wit> DOE
field offices and needs and requests for assistance and/or technical services will be
conducted at a local level unless circumstances dictate otherwise.

The MOU states that both agencies will mutually exchange information or
allegations concerning agents of foreign powers whose conduct indicates an attempt to
obtain information regarding DOE personnel facilities and/or programs. The DOE and
the FBI's headquarters and field offices may directly request and receive information of
the other regarding foreign powers' intelligence activities directed at DOE.

-he MOU states that "In matters of extreme sensitivity, the dissemination of the
information within the receiving agency may be subject to restrictions agreed to between
the parties."

E. University of California Contract to Manage the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, dated October 1, 1997 (U)

(U) A Supplemental Agreement (Supplement) to the University of California Contract for
the Management of the Los Alamos National Laboratory became effective October 1,
1997. The Supplement requires the Contractor Counterintelligence Officer to immediately
report counterintelligence concerns to the DOE Headquarters Counterintelligence
Division [NOTE: The Supplement does not provide specifics on counterintelligence
procedures.]
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m. PERSONNEL SECURITY AND ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED MATTERS (U)

(U) Key security function documents include: (A) 10 Code of Federal Regulations 710;
(B) DOE Order 472.1B; and (C) DOE Order 471.2A, Information Security Program.

A 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 710, "Criteria and Procedures for
Determining Eligibility for Access to Classified Matter or Special Nuclear
Material," date July 8,1994 (U)

(U) The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) identifies security regulations that pertain, in
part, to the: (1) suspension of access authorization; and (2) the responsibilities of the
Local Operations Office Director of Security, the Operations Office Manager, and the
Director, Office of Safeguards and Security, when information is obtained which may
create a question as to an individual's eligibility or continued eligibility for access
authorization.

(U) The CFR provides, in part, the following examples of "derogatory" information that
may create a question as to an individual's eligibility:

1. (U) Committed, prepared or attempted to commit, or aided, abetted or conspired
with another to commit or attempt to commit any act of sabotage, espionage,
treason, terrorism or sedition

2. (U) Failure to protect classified matter or safeguard special nuclear material or
violated or disregarded security or safeguards regulations to a degree, which would
be inconsistent with the national security.

(U) The CFR states that once derogatory information has been established, the Local
Director of Security will authorize an interview of the individual or request other
appropriate actions. If the question as to eligibility is not resolved, the Local Director of
Security will submit the matter to the Operations Manager (Manager). A decision by the
Manager shall be rendered within 10 days of receipt. If the Manager agrees that
derogatory information is present and that appropriate attempts to resolve the derogatory
information has failed, the Manager shall forward the individual case history to the
Director, Office of Safeguards and Security, with a request to conduct an administrative
review. If the Manager believes derogatory information has been favorably resolved, then
the Manager shall gran access authorization to the individual

(U) The CFR further provides that following the Manager's decision, the Director, Office
of Safeguards and Security, may take one of the folowing options: (1) authorize the
granting of access authorization; (2) began the administrative review process; or (3) take
other action as the Director, Office of Safeguards and Security, deems appropriate. The
Director, Office of Safeguards and Security, must make one of these options within 30
calendar days of receipt of the case unless an extension is granted.
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(U) Pursuant to the CFR, if the question as to the individual's continued eligibility for
access authorization is not resolved in favor of the individual, the Local Director of
Security will submit the matter to the Manager with a recommendation that the
individual's DOE access authorization is suspended pending a final determination. Within
two working days of receipt of the recommendation to suspend, the Manager shall review
the matter and authorize continuation or suspension of access authorization The access
authorization of an individual shall not be suspended except by the direction of the
Manager. This authority may be delegated to the Acting Manager. The Manager shall
immediately notify the Director, Office of Safeguards and Security, of the action and the

rea.on(s). The Manager shall also submit a request for authority to conduct an
administrative review proceeding within 10 calendar days of the suspension. A duplicate
copy of the explanation shall be supplied to the Personnel Security FlMe, and the Director,
Office of Safeguards and Security.

(U) The CFR states that upon suspension, the individual his employer and any other DOE
Operations Office or known government agency where the individual holds an access
authorization, shall be notified immediately. The notification shall be in writing to the
individual and shall specify in general terms the reason(s) why the suspension has been
effected. Pending final determination of individual's eligibility, the individual shall not be
afforded access to classified matter, special nuclear material, or unescorted access to

- security areas that require the individual to possess a DOE access authorization. The
Manager shall, within 10 calendar days of the suspension date, submit a request for
authority to conduct an administrative review proceeding, accompanied by an explanation
of its basis.

(U) The CFR states that the Manager shall prepare a notification letter, approved by the
local Office of Chief Counsel or the Office of General Counsel for Headquarters cases, for
delivery to the individual within 30 days. The letter shall provide, in part, that: (1) reliable
information has created a substantial doubt concerning the individual's eligibility for
access authorization; and (2) eligibility can be regained either by the Manager based on
information in the case file, or by personal appearance before a Hearing Officer.

B. DOE Order 472.1B, Personnel Security Activities, dated March 24, 1997 (U)

(U) The Order states, in part, that the Head of Headquarters Elements shall provide
written notification to the Director of Safeguards and Security of the condition within two
working days of becoming aware of derogatory information.

(U) The Director of Security Affairs renders final determinations to grant or deny,
reinstate or revoke DOE access authorization under 10 CFR 710.

(U) Attachment 1 to DOE Order 472.1B (Attachment) prescribes requirements,
restrictions, and other procedures necessary for DOE contractors with regard to personnel
security activities. The Attachment states, in part, that contract officials are to verbally
notify DOE officials followed by a written notification within 10 working days of when
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made aware of information of personnel security interest. The information must be
characterized as reliable and relevant and create a question as to the individual's access
authorization eligibility as exemplified in 10 CFR 710.

(U) The Attachment states that the cognizant DOE office shall notify the contractor in
writing when an employee's access authorization is suspended or denied. Upon receipt of
such notification, the contractor is responsible for ensuring that the individual is precluded
from access to classified matters.

C. DOE Order O 471.2A, Information Security Pro&.am, dated March 27, 1997 (U)

(U) The Order establishes an Information Security Program for protection and control of
sensitive information. The Order requires the Director of Energy Intelligence to
coordinate with the Office of Security Affairs concerning security issues, to include
espionage and possible or potential compromise of intelligence-related information.
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· a . .I,,Js-Ar JLCU Exhibit B
All portions of this exhibit are UNCLASSIFIED

List of Personnel, with Corresponding Duties and Responsibilities

This document lists individuals from the U.S. Department of Energy (Department) and
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) involved in the key events outlined in Office
of Inspector General inquiry I99HQ010. Positions, titles, and general duty descriptions
were obtained during interviews with these officials and a review of selected personnel
records and cover the period May 1996 to March 1999.

L U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY hEADQUARTERS b , Ci.

L J
Duties:

L j
Duties:

' An April 1, 1998, reorganization changed NN-35 to the Office of Countenmelligence (CN-1).

B-1
All portions of this exhibit are UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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